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This doctoral thesis focuses on research in the field of frequency filters. The main goal 
is to propose and analyze fully-differential current-mode frequency filters employing modern 
active elements. Presented filters are proposed using current followers, operational 
transconductance amplifiers, digitally adjustable current amplifiers and transresistance 
amplifiers. The proposal is focusing on ability to control some of the typical filter parameter 
or parameters using controllable active elements suitably placed in the circuit structure. 
Individual presented filters are proposed in their single-ended and fully-differential forms. 
Great emphasis is paid to a comparison of the fully-differential structures and their 
corresponding single-ended forms. The functionality of each proposal is verified 
by simulations and in some cases also by experimental measurements.  
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Tato disertační práce se zaměřuje na výzkum v oblasti frekvenčních filtrů. Hlavním cílem je 
navrhnout a analyzovat plně diferenční kmitočtové filtry pracující v proudovém módu a 
využívající moderní aktivní prvky. Prezentované filtry jsou navrženy za použití proudových 
sledovačů, operačních transkonduktančních zesilovačů, plně diferenčních proudových 
zesilovačů a transrezistančních zesilovačů. Návrh se zaměřuje na možnost řídit některý 
z typických parametrů filtru pomocí řiditelných aktivních prvků, které jsou vhodně umístněny 
do obvodové struktury. Jednotlivé prezentované filtry jsou navrženy v nediferenční a 
diferenční verzi. Velký důraz je věnován srovnání plně diferenčních struktur s jejich 
odpovídajícími nediferenčními formami. Funkčnost jednotlivých návrhů je ověřena 
simulacemi a v některých případech i experimentálním měřením. 
KLÍČOVÁ SLOVA 
analogový filtr, řiditelný filtr, proudový sledovač, proudový mód, plně diferenční řiditelný 
zesilovač, filtr fraktálního řádu, kmitočtový filtr, plně diferenční filtr, operační 
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 Despite the fact that the technology is working with digital signals these days, analog 
frequency filters are a vital part of electronic circuits which we can encounter in a broad range 
of industry such as measurement technology, radio-technology, telecommunication, electro-
acoustics etc. Analog frequency filters are required in cases when digital filters cannot be used 
e. g. the preprocessing of the analog signals before the digital signal processing. Digital filters 
also have some drawbacks such as the fact that the signals must be converted to digital form 
which always entails loss of information, bandwidth limitations, causes quantizing noise. 
The conversion process consists of sampling quantization and encoding. Each this task 
requires significant amount of time in comparison to analogue filters. Analogue frequency 
filters can be divided into passive and active ones depending on whether the structure contains 
active elements. By active element we understand for example a classical operational 
amplifier which is a typical voltage-mode active element. In case that the processed signal is 
represented by the voltage amplitude, the filter operates in the voltage mode. Lately, we can 
experience tendency of reducing the size of integrated circuits in order to decrease their 
requirements of power supply voltage and energy consumption which decreases the level 
of processed signals. This subsequently results in a reduction of signal-to-noise ratio and 
limits the dynamic range of the circuit. Therefore, the design of electrical circuits is currently 
focused on active elements operating in the current mode due to its advantages which can 
be in particular cases achieved. The advantages which can be achieved when we use 
the current amplitude to represent information of processed signals are mentioned in chapter 
1. The design of frequency filters is also more and more focused on the design of these filters 
in the fully-differential form because of the advantages that the differential signal processing 
brings in comparison to single-ended structures as further on described in chapter 1. 
Furthermore, we can mention controllable active elements which allow us to adjust 
the characteristic frequency filter parameters, such as the pole frequency, quality factor, 
bandwidth and gain in the pass band area of any filter, or sometimes only of particular type 
of the filter. Fractional-order frequency filters are another interesting topic related to analogue 
frequency filters that is getting to the forefront of interest of many scientific teams lately. 
The fractional-order circuits can find practical use in precision measurement and modeling 
of various biological signals. Another use may be in control and electrical engineering, 




1 State of the Art Review 
 The ever-increasing demands on the properties of electronic circuits lead 
to the development of new non-standard active elements with properties permitting signal 
processing in a wider frequency range and requiring a lower supply voltage than in case 
of standard operational amplifiers. Despite the proposal of voltage-mode frequency filters [1-
10], the development is more and more focused on the design of either mixed-mode frequency 
filters [11-13], or current-mode frequency filters [14-91]. Circuits operating in the current 
mode can provide better signal-to-noise ratio, greater dynamic range, wider frequency 
bandwidth and lower power consumption in particular cases [92]. 
In case of the proposal of frequency filters, there are two basic trends. The first one is 
the proposal of more complex filtering structures using simpler active elements. Among 
the filters that use simpler active elements, we can mention filters employing Current 
Followers (CFs) [14-21], Fully-Differential Current Followers (FD-CFs) [22-25], a variety 
of Current Conveyors (CCs) [12], [13], [26-38], Differencing Voltage Current Conveyors 
(DVCCs) [2], [39-41] and Fully-Differential Current Conveyors (FDCCs) [1], [6], [42-46],  
Digitally Adjustable Current Amplifiers (DACAs) [14], [17], [22], [23], [45], [47] and basic 
Operational Transconductance Amplifiers (OTAs) [10], [11], [19], [25], [48-52]. A Current 
Conveyor operates in the mixed mode(it has both voltage and current terminals). It was firstly 
introduced in 1968. In retrospect, it was the first-generation current conveyor. There are 
totally three generations of current conveyors. Individual generations are, from the outside, 
only distinguished by orientation and derivation of the currents at the Y gate of this element. 
The second-generation is the most frequently used. Slightly different variants of the current 
conveyor such as current conveyors with various amount and orientation of the input and 
output terminals e.g. [12], [13], [27], [30], [38], inverting versions [28], [29] and current 
controlled versions [26], [31], [32], [35], [36] etc gradually emerged. Current follower is 
the simplest current-mode active element. Filters employing current followers can have 
a large bandwidth range thanks to a simple internal structure of these elements. Active 
elements with a higher number of outputs can reduce the number of used active elements 
in the circuit structure (in case of circuits working in the current mode). Therefore, we can 
frequently encounter current followers with two outputs (double-output current followers 
(DO-CFs)) [17-20] and three and more outputs (multiple-output current followers (MO-CFs)) 
[14], [16], [17], [21]. A operational transconductance amplifier has voltage and current 
terminals thus, it operates in the mixed mode. Depending on the number of outputs of this 
active element it is possible to come across OTA [11], [48] (having one output), balanced 
operational transconductance amplifier (BOTA) [10], [19], [51], (having two outputs 
of mutually opposite polarities) and multiple-output transconductance amplifier (MOTA) 
[19], [25], [49-52] with three or more outputs. The structure of these filters is characterized 
by higher circuit complexity and higher number of used active elements, but provide a greater 
variability of the proposal. The other approach is opposite to the first one when we use more 
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complex active elements so the number of used active elements can be lower and 
the proposed filtering structures appear to be simpler. These active elements are usually 
a particular composition of the simpler elements mentioned above. The disadvantage of this 
approach is more complex and more expensive proposal and implementation of given active 
elements on a chip. The literature presents filters which use different types of active elements 
based on Transconductance Amplifiers such as filters with Current Controlled 
Transconductance Amplifiers (CCTAs) [53-57], Current Differencing Transconductance 
Amplifiers (CDTAs) [58-64], Current Follower Transconductance Amplifiers (CFTAs) [5], 
[65-70] and Current Inverter Transconductance Amplifier (CITA) [71], [72]. Among other 
filtering structures which are employing this type of active elements there are filters using 
Current Differencing Buffered Amplifiers (CDBAs) [9], [73-77], Modified Current 
Differencing Unit (MCDU) [78], [79] and Operational Transresistance Amplifier (OTRA) [3], 
for instance. 
A wide range of scientific papers, for example [12], [23], [44], [62], [80-85], focus 
on the proposal of universal filters allowing to obtain all standard transfer functions (low pass 
(LP), band pass (BP), high pass (HP), band stop (BS) and all pass (AP)) from the same circuit 
structure by suitable selection of used input and output terminals, or by reconfiguration 
of the filtering structure. Some of the works [7], [24], [29], [45], [47], [56], [70], [73], [78], 
[86] focus on the design of filters which provide only some types of transfer functions. These 
filtering structures are referred to as multifunctional filters. We can also come across filters 
which can provide only one type of transfer function  [9], [17], [38], [65], [72], [75], [87-90]. 
Some filtering structures can provide all standard transfer functions without a necessity 
to change the circuit structure or position of the input voltage/current and at the same time 
take output responses directly from high-impedance output terminals of used active elements. 
These structures are often referred to as SIMO (Single-Input Multiple-Output) [22], [29], [47], 
[49], [50], [71], [80], [91], or SITO (Single-Input Triple-Output) [15], [21], [34], [41], [54], 
[66], [67], [74] because we theoretically need only three transfer functions (high pass, band 
pass, low pass) to implement all five standard filtering functions. Band-stop and all-pass 
transfer functions can be easily obtained by summing particular outputs of the circuit (in case 
of the current-mode signal processing). Other frequent structures are referred to as MISO 
(Multiple-Input Single-Output) [27], [30], [53], [55], [82], [85], [86], or TISO (Triple-Input 
Single-Output) [31], [33], [35], [37], [43], [44], [68]. These types of structures typically 
require either copies of the input voltage/current signal, or the structure must be reconfigured 
in order to provide a different function. These structures can provide one transfer function 
at the same time. Structures with more inputs and outputs are designated as MIMO (Multiple-
Input Multiple-Output) [16], [24], [32], [40], [69], [81]. The last possible type is SISO 
(Single-Input Single-Output) [73], [75], [88], [90]. The structure of these filters must 
be physically adjusted to obtain different functions, or there are also so-called reconfigurable 
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filters [78], [79] when the transfer function can be switched electronically using controllable 
elements suitably placed in the structure. 
The controllability of some characteristic filter parameters such as the pole frequency, quality 
factor, bandwidth, or gain in the pass-band area provides higher variability of use 
in the industry, or possibility to fineadjust or autoadjust the particular parameter in the final 
application. Thus, the frequency filters with the ability to control some of these parameters are 
highly advantageous. The controllability can be divided depending on how the control is 
achieved. The controllability of the filter can be achieved electronically by adjusting one 
or more parameters of active element(s) for example [19], [36], [38], [55], [57], [64], [84], 
[85], partly electronically by adjusting one parameter of used active element(s) and value 
of some passive part(s) [37], [63] for instance, or solely passively by changing values 
of passive elements, e.g. [40], [43], [46], [77]. Typical adjustable parameters of active 
elements used to control some of the characteristic filter parameters are transconductance gm 
[19], [37], [55], [57], [63], [64], [84], and current gain B (A) [37], [38], [84], [85]. These 
parameters are usually controlled by DC voltage/current. Other possible parameter used for 
adjustability is intrinsic resistance RX of used active element controlled by DC current [36]. 
If we are talking about a passive control, an adjustment of values of resistors (capacitors) [40], 
[43], [46], [63], [77] is also being used. 
Some of the papers [17], [22], [25], [47], [69] are aimed at a comparison of single ended (S-E) 
and fully-differential (F-D) structures, single-ended and fully-differential filters respectively. 
The F-D structures in comparison to the S-E structures benefit from the advantages such as 
greater dynamic range of the processed signals, better power supply rejection ratio, lower 
harmonic distortions and greater attenuation of common-mode signals. The F-D structures 
have also a few drawbacks such as the larger area taken on the chip which results in higher 
power consumption. Also, the design of the F-D circuits is more complex than in case of S-E 
structures [91]. We can also mention so-called pseudo-differential filters [93-96]. The pseudo-
differential structures consist of both differential input and output, but the inner structure 
of the filter is single-ended. These structures still can provide high attenuation of common-
mode signals when their inner structure is less complex in comparison to the F-D structures 
[93]. However, other benefits of F-D structures are not applicable in case of the pseudo-
differential filters. 
There are multiple methods how to design single-ended frequency filters. One of the basic 
ways how to propose frequency filters is using autonomous circuit design method [7], [10], 
[97-100]. Autonomous circuits can be described as circuits of passive and active elements 
having no excitation source and no input or output terminals. These circuits are solely 
described by a determinant of their admittance matrix which represents the left part 
of the characteristic equation of the analyzed circuit. Such a circuit can be then used as a base 
element to design various types of frequency filters. The proposal can be intuitive when 
an experienced designer proposes these circuits directly, or the proposal can be generalized 
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when using a full admittance network connected to a desired number of generalized active 
elements. There is also a method based on extension of autonomous circuits [99] which is 
related to autonomous circuit design. This method is usually used to design filters of higher 
orders. Other method frequently used for the proposal of frequency filters is synthetic 
immittance system method [8], [88], [89], [99], [101] based on the fact it is possible to design 
synthetic elements of higher orders. These elements consist of serial or parallel combinations 
of D or E type two-port network which can be suitably connected to the circuitry 
of frequency-dependent voltage or current dividers in order to create filters of the demanded 
order. We can also mention signal-flow graphs (SFGs) method [65], [81], [90], [99], [102] 
which is based on so-called Mason-Coates (M-C) graphs. Using this method represents an 
easy approach to solve the transfer functions of relatively complex circuits. We can directly 
propose circuits of frequency filters using this method when following the rules of M-C 
graphs. This method was used to design filters presented in this thesis. SFGs method is 
described in chapter 4 in more detail. 
There are two general ways how to propose fully-differential frequency filters. The first one is 
to directly propose the filter in its F-D form. Such a procedure requires an experienced 
designer who designs the F-D structures intuitively. To do this, signal-flow graphs method 
can be suitably used. However, a mathematical calculation of the F-D structures is far more 
complex than the proposal of the S-E structures due to the higher number of loops 
of the analyzed circuit. The other easier way how to propose the F-D filters is 
by transformation of the S-E filters into their F-D form by mirroring passive components 
around the active elements based on particular transformation method. The number of passive 
components will increase approximately two times in comparison to the number of passive 
components used in the S-E structure. Active elements are either replaced by their F-D 
equivalents with differential inputs and outputs, or they are also being mirrored which will 
again increase their number by twice. The values of the passive components after they were 
mirrored have to be determined all over when this is dependent on what type 
of transformation is used.  This method is divided into the transformation of vertical structures 
and transformation of horizontal structures [103]. If we use the transformation of horizontal 
structures, the passive components of the horizontal branches of the circuit are being 
mirrored. In this case, the values of the horizontal components are dependent on the type 
of given passive element. The values of capacitors are doubled, while the values of resistors 
are halved. Inductors are replaced by transformers with mutually opposite winding when 
the number of windings is even. The values and positions of vertical components stay 
unchanged. In case of the vertical transformation, those passive components which are located 
in the horizontal branches are being mirrored. The values of capacitors located in the vertical 
branches have the half values of those capacitors used in the S-E structures, values of resistor 
are doubled. The mirroring of inductors follows the same rules as in the previous 
transformation. An example of the transformation of vertical and horizontal structures can 
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Figure 1.1 Examples of the transformation of S-E to F-D structures: a) horizontal structures, b) vertical structures 
As already mentioned some active elements can be also transformed into their F-D 
equivalents. By a fully-differential active element we understand an element which has 
at least one differential input and output and the processed signal is then given 
by the difference of two input signals, output signals respectively. An example of such 
transformation is the transformation of a Current Follower (CF) into its F-D form as shown 
in Figure 1.2. In order to obtain a fully-differential current follower, additional input and 
output terminal which will have the opposite polarity in comparison to the original terminals 


















Figure 1.2 Principle of the transformation of an active device from S-E to F-D form: MO-CF transformed into FD-CF 
In comparison to standard (integer-order) filters, the slope of attenuation of the fractional-
order filters is given by the equation 20∙(n + α), where n is an unsigned non-zero integer 
number and α is a real number in the range 0 < α <1 [104]. The design of fractional-order 
filters is rather more complicated than the proposal of standard (integer-order) filters. There 
are two basic ways how to propose a fractional-order filter.  
The first way is based on creation of a special fractional-order element (FOE) [105-109]. 
Usually it is a capacitor. These fractional-order elements are then used in a conventional filter 
structure. The one of the most common method how to create a fractional-order capacitor is 
using an RC ladder network [106], [110] thanks to its easy implementation. The disadvantage 
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of this general way how to create fractional-order filters is that the order of created filter has 
a fixed value and cannot be electronically controlled. 
The other possible way is an approximation of fractional-order Laplacian operator sα using 
an integer-order transfer function of higher order. The second-order approximation is most 
commonly used [104], [106], [111], but it is also possible to use an approximation of higher 
orders than the second-order approximation [104]. To create a (1+α)-order filter, 
a conventional third-order filter is then used. Due to reasons of stability, it is necessary 
to design a filtering structure with the order lower than 2 [104]. In case we want to create 
a fractional-order filter of higher orders, a cascade combination of an integer-order and fractal 
1 + α filter is implemented. The advantage of this design method in comparison to using 
FOEs is that filters which are consisting of tunable active elements can be capable 
of electronic control of their order, or some other parameter such as the pole frequency, 
or quality factor [112], [113]. The disadvantage of this approach is complexity and higher 
number of active elements in the filtering structure. 
Most commonly proposed type of fractional-order filter is a low-pass transfer function filter 
with Butterworth characteristics [104], [107], [108] [111-116]. It is also possible to come 
across papers proposing high-pass fractional-order filters [111], [117], or band-pass filters 
[104], [118]. A fractional-order filter with Chebyshev characteristics can be found for 




2 Thesis Goals 
 The main aim of the work is the proposal and analysis of fully-differential frequency 
filters operating in the current-mode. Great emphasis will be paid to a comparison of the F-D 
structures and their corresponding S-E forms. The thesis is possible to divide into three parts. 
The first part is to propose new second-order current-mode filtering structures especially 
fully-differential ones using non-standard active elements such as current conveyors, 
operational transconductance amplifiers, current amplifiers, current followers and their fully-
differential equivalents. The proposed filters are going to be firstly designed in their S-E form 
using signal-flow graphs method and then transformed into the F-D structures using 
the transformation of horizontal structures so a mutual comparison of the S-E and F-D 
structures is possible. One of the main goals of this thesis is the emphasis laid upon 
the versatility of the proposed filters and the ability to control some of the typical filter 
parameters such as the pole frequency, or the quality factor of the filter by suitable use 
of controllable active elements. The design correctness and functionality of the proposed 
filters are going to be supported by simulations and in some cases also by experimental 
measurements. The simulations will be carried out using accurate second and third level 
simulation models of used active elements which are based on the measurement 
of characteristics of the real elements. The experimental measurements will be performed 
by measurements of implemented filters in a form of printed circuit boards (PCBs) using 
simple V/I, I/V converters [119] and chips of available active elements, in particular 
the universal current conveyor which can be used to implement a variety of active elements 
such as the current follower and operational transconductance amplifier, for instance. 
Subsequently, a comparison of the properties of S-E and F-D filters will be made. Each S-E 
filter and corresponding F-D filter will be presented together in the same chapter because 
of their easier comparison. Furthermore, the sensitivity [120] and parasitic [19] analysis 
of chosen proposal is going to be carried out. 
The second part is the proposal and analysis of fractional-order frequency filters when also 
the possibility of creation of these filters in their fully-differential forms and following 
comparison of the S-E and F-D structures will be analyzed. One of the chosen conditions is 
again the ability to control some of the characteristic filter parameter, in this case, its order 
and pole frequency. The design procedure is the same as for the previous part. The filters are 
firstly designed in their S-E forms and then transformed into the F-D structures. 
The last part consist of the analysis of existing design methods used for the proposal 
of frequency filters especially differential filters and subsequent modification of a chosen 
existing design method with respect to the specific needs and characteristics of differential 




3 Definition of Single-Ended and Fully-Differential Current Transfers 
 This chapter describes relations of single-ended and fully-differential current transfers. 
A comparison of the ability of S-E and F-D structures to suppress the influence of common-
mode signals is also included. 
3.1 Definition of Single-Ended Current Transfers 
 The single-ended current transfer is defined as the proportion of the output and input 
current. There are two basic convention how to represent the direction of the currents. 
According to the convention in [121], the currents flow inside a block both at input and 
output. In this case, the output current is presented flowing inside a block however, 
the current transfer contains a minus sign, which means that the output current is actually 
flowing out which is in consistency with the representation of the current transfer used 
by signal-flow graphs where the transfer from the input to the output is always considered 
going in one direction. The other definition [122] represents the output currents flowing 
outside a block when the current transfer is positive. This definition of the current transfer is 
also consistent with signal-flow graphs. This particular representation of the current transfer is 
used in this thesis. 




Figure 3.1 Structure used to illustrate the single-ended general current transfer 






K =  (3.1) 
 
One of the disadvantages of the single-ended transfer in comparison to the fully-differential 
transfer is that any common-mode signal (iCM) which is added to the input current is being 
reflected to the output as well as shown in Figure 3.2. 
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Figure 3.2 Influence of a common-mode signal added to the input current on the output current of the S-E structure 
with gain A. 
3.2 Definition of Fully-Differential Current Transfers 
 The fully-differential current transfer is defined as the proportion of the differential 
output and differential input current. The direction of the currents can be represented 
according to the same conventions mentioned in the previous section. Figure 3.3 shows 
the definition from [122] when the output currents flow outside the block which respects 
the current transfer of the signal-flow graphs method where the transfer from the input 




Figure 3.3 Structure used to illustrate the fully-differential general current transfer 
If the differential input and output current are described by: 
,-+ -= ININDIFIN iii  (3.2) 
 
,-+ -= OUTOUTDIFOUT iii  (3.3) 
 








K =  (3.4) 
 
As already mentioned in chapter 1, the F-D structures provide, besides others, theoretically 
infinite attenuation of common-mode signals. Figure 3.4 demonstrates the ability of the F-D 









Figure 3.4 Influence of a common-mode signal added to the input differential current on the output differential 
current of the F-D structure. 
In case of that both inputs have the same properties, the common-mode signal can 
be completely canceled as demonstrated by the following equations: 
),())2/()2/(( -+-++ -=+-+= ININCMINCMINOUT iiBiiiiBi  (3.5) 
 





4 Signal-Flow Graphs Design Method 
 This well recognized method was used in the proposal of filters presented in chapter 6. 
Therefore, it would be appropriate to describe this method in more detail. 
Signal-flow graphs were originally proposed by S. J. Mason in 1953 in order to describe and 
solve linear algebraic equations [123]. Later on, generalized Coates graphs [124] have 
appeared. Mixed Mason-Coates' (M-C) graphs [125] can be used for the analysis and 
synthesis of linear electrical networks. These graphs can be understood as diagrams of nodes 
which represent variables and directed branches defining mutual relationships between nodes 
of the analyzed structure. There is a parallel between signal-flow graphs and block diagrams. 
Nevertheless, the transformation of a block diagram into a transfer function requires 
successive application of fundamental relationships. In case of the signal-flow graphs, only 
Mason formula is required to obtain the transfer function. Thus, using this method represents 
an easy approach to solve the transfer functions of relatively complex circuits. 
Manson's gain formula is given by the following relation: 
,
1
å DD= i ii
PK  (4.1) 
 
where Pi is gain of i-th forward path and Δ stands for the determinant of the graph. 







ii PPPP  (4.2) 
 
where P represents self-loop products, Pi stands for individual loop gains, Δi are then loop 
gain terms which do not touch the i-th forward path, Pj are products of two non-touching 
loops, Δj symbolizes loop gain terms which do not touch the j-th forward path, Pk interprets 
products of three non-touching loops, Δk represents loop gain terms which do not touch the k-
th forward path etc. 
The proposed filters were designed using simplified M-C graphs. These simplified graphs are 
used for easier and more transparent presentation especially of the F-D structures which 
would be rather complex and difficult to follow in case of using modified M-C graphs. 
To show the design process when proposing a filter using signal-flow graphs let us have 
an example. The aim of the proposal is to design a second-order universal current-mode 
frequency filter which employs current followers as basic building blocks. The next condition 
of the proposal is that the proposed filter possesses ability to electronically control its pole 
frequency by changing values of unspecified adjustable active elements. The denominator 




2 nnGGnGCCCD ++= sss  (4.3) 
 
where C1, C2 define values of used capacitances of the filter and G1, G2 define values of used 
condunctances which determine the pole frequency of the filter and n1 and n2 are controllable 
parameters of used adjustable active elements. Based on the rules of SFGs, the pole frequency 
of the filter having the denominator stated in (4.3) can be changed without disturbing 
the quality factor of the filter when n1 = n2. In this particular case, digitally adjustable current 
amplifiers were selected as controllable active elements. The pole frequency can be then 
controlled without the disturbance of the quality factor by adjusting current gains A of 
the DACA elements when A1 = A2. The denominator of the filter turns into: 
.)( 212112121
2 AAGGAGCCCD ++= sss  (4.4) 
 
Equation (4.4) shows the final desired form of the denominator of the filter we want 
to propose. From this point, we can start designing the filter according to the rules of signal-
flow graphs. The proposed filter is the second-order frequency filter thus, we are supposed 
to start with two self-loops as is shown in Figure 4.1. 
sC1+G1 sC2+G2
 
Figure 4.1 Starting point of the design of the 2nd-order filter – Two non-touching self-loops (simplified M-C graph) 
The denominator of the graph from Figure 4.1 is equal to: 
.)( 21122121
2 GGGCGCCCD +++= ssss  (4.5) 
 
As can be seen the denominator contains some undesired terms. These terms can 








Figure 4.2 Second step of the design - Two loops (simplified M-C graph) 
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The denominator of the signal-flow graph from Figure 4.2 is: 
.)( 21
2 CCD ss =  (4.6) 
 
The next step involves adding the main loop in order to obtain the next term of the chosen 










Figure 4.3 Third step of the design – Addition of main loop (simplified M-C graph) 
The denominator of the filter turns into: 
.)( 212121
2 AAGGCCD += ss  (4.7) 
 
The final step is adding the last loop in order to acquire the remaining term 











Figure 4.4 Resulting simplified M-C graph of the proposed filter 
The denominator of the graph from Figure 4.4 is equal to: 
.)( 212112121




As can be seen the denominator from equation (4.8) is identical with the desired form 
of the denominator stated at the beginning of the proposal. The resulting M-C graph can 
be complemented with input and output terminals suitably placed in the graph as shown 
in Figure 4.5. The M-C graph of the proposed filter can be easily transformed into 
a corresponding circuit structure. This particular proposal is consistent with the proposed filter 





































5 Description of Used Active Elements 
 Active elements used to design filters that are included in this work are CFs [126], 
OTAs [127], ACAs [128] and OTRAs [129]. The voltage of each terminal of every presented 
active element is in relation to the ground as demonstrated in Figure 5.1, for instance. 
The proposed filters in chapter 6 are simulated using behavioral simulation models which are 
described in this chapter. For simulations of current followers, operational transconductance 
amplifiers and operational transresistance amplifiers, the second-level and third-level 
behavioral simulation model of a universal current conveyor (UCC) with suitably connected 
terminals so it is able to emulate these active elements was used. The DACA has its own 
second-level and third-level behavioral simulation models. 
Proposed fractional-order filters in chapter 7 were simulated using transistor-level simulation 
models. These models of active elements are described in this chapter as well. Simulation 
models of all these used active elements are implemented with 0.18 µm CMOS technology. 
The supply voltage for these models is ±1 V. The number of outputs of all these active 
elements can be easily changed depending on current requirements of individual circuit 
structures of proposed filters. 
5.1 Universal Current Conveyor 
 A universal current conveyor (UCC) [130] was developed in cooperation of Brno 
University of Technology and ON Semiconductor design center in CMOS 0.35 µm 
technology with designation UCC-N1B_0520. One UCC-N1B_0520 chip contains one UCC 
and one second-generation current conveyor with balanced output (CCII+/-). A schematic 
symbol of the UCC element is shows in Figure 5.1 a). Figure 5.1 b) illustrates a schematic 






























Figure 5.1 Schematic symbol of: a) UCC, b) CCII+/- 
The UCC allows to realize all known types of current conveyors by appropriate connection 
of  he terminals of this active element. The UCC can be also used to implement some other 
active elements such as OTA, or CF. The current followers, operational transconductance 
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amplifiers and operational transresistance amplifiers used in this work were implemented 
by the UCC. 
Terminals Y1, Y2 and Y3 are high-impedance voltage inputs, X is a low-impedance current 
input and Z terminals are high-impedance current outputs which copy the current from 





















































































































































As it was already stated above, the UCC-N1B_0520 chip also contains CCII+/- element 



































































A second-level simulation macromodel of the UCC is depicted in Figure 5.2. This 
macromodel has been used in simulations of the filters from chapters 6.2 - 6.5. As obvious, 
this simulation model imitates non-ideal input and output impedances of individual terminals 
of the UCC element. The parameters of the components within the simulation model are 
designed that way so the impedances of individual terminals correspond with the real element 
[131]. 
For simulations of filter in chapter 6.6 and on, a third-level model of universal current 
conveyor (taken directly from its simulation model in PSpice) illustrated in Figure 5.3 was 
used. Besides the imitation of input and output impedances, this model includes current 
limitations of the inputs and outputs and also elements limiting bandwidths of inter-terminal 

















































































Figure 5.2 Second-level simulation macromodel of the UCC 
 
Figure 5.3 Third-level simulation macromodel of the UCC 
5.2  Current Followers 
 In this work, the proposed filters which are using current followers in their structure 
are employing double-output current followers (DO-CFs) and multiple-output current 
followers (MO-CFs). The DO-CF consists of two outputs when the MO-CF consists of three 
or more outputs. Current followers are used to create either lossless or lossy integrators which 
are basic building blocks used in design of frequency filters. Additional outputs of this active 
element can used to create feedbacks, which allow us to cancel out undesired terms 
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of the denominator of the filter, or to obtain particular transfer function right from the high-
impedance outputs of this element. The MO-CF was originally presented in [126]. 
A schematic symbol, M-C graph, simplified M-C graph and possible implementation 
of the MO-CF element with four outputs can be seen in Figure 5.4 a), b), c), d) respectively. 
Figure 5.4 e) shows a schematic symbol of a FD-CF. In case of the implementation 





















































Figure 5.4 a) schematic symbol of the MO-CF, b) modified M-C graph of the MO-CF, c) simplified M-C graph 
of the MO-CF, d) possible implementation of the MO-CF using the UCC, e) schematic symbol of the FD-CF 
The MO-CF element has one input and four output terminals. The relations between the input 
and output terminals of this active element are described by the following equations: 
,31 INOUTOUT iii ==  (5.3) 
 
.42 INOUTOUT iii -==  (5.4) 
 
The FD-CF from Figure 5.4 e) has a differential input and its behavior can be described by: 
),(31 -+ -== ININOUTOUT iiii  (5.5) 
 




The MO-CF element in chapter 6 was either modeled by the second-level model of the UCC 
from Figure 5.2, or the third-level model from Figure 5.3 depending on that if the filter was 
only simulated, or also implemented. 
Figure 5.5 shows the transistor-level model of MO-CF element used in chapter 7 including 
the transistor dimensions. This simulation model was taken from [132]. 
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Figure 5.5 Used transistor-level model of the MO-CF element [132] 
This particular implementation of the MO-CF consists of one input and four output terminals. 
Theoretical relations between input and output terminals are described by relations (5.3) and 
(5.4). The MO-CF can be easily transformed into a FD-CF when the branch between 
transistors M10 and M12 is used as the second input instead of being grounded.  
5.3 Operational Transconductance Amplifiers 
 This active element is not working purely in the current mode, but it is frequently used 
in current-mode circuits as a basic building element. An ideal OTA element is a voltage-
controlled current source (VCCS) with transconductance gm. The operational 
transconductance amplifiers have a voltage differential input and either one current output 
(OTA) two current outputs with mutually opposite polarities (balanced operational 
transconductance amplifier (BOTA)), or three or more current outputs (MOTA). A schematic 
symbol, modified M-C graph and simplified M-C graph of the BOTA element are shown 
in Figure 5.6 a), b) and c). A schematic symbol and possible implementation of the MOTA 
element using the UCC are depicted in Figure 5.6 d), e). In case of the implementation 
of the MOTA using the UCC, Y1 and Y2 terminals serve as inputs, Y3 is grounded, X is 
connected to a grounded resistor. Transconductance of this type of implementation is then 



























































Figure 5.6 a) schematic symbol of the BOTA, b) modified M-C graph of the BOTA, c) simplified M-C graph 
of the BOTA, d) schematic symbol of the MOTA, e) possible implementation of the MOTA using the UCC 
The BOTA and MOTA consist of a voltage differential input and two or more current outputs. 
Relations between input and output terminals are described as: 
).( -+-+ -=-= ININmOUTOUT vvgii  (5.7) 
 
The MOTA element in chapter 6 was either modeled by the second-level model of the UCC 
from Figure 5.2, or the third-level model from Figure 5.3. 
A transistor-level model of the MOTA element used for PSpice simulations in chapter 7 
including the transistor dimensions is illustrated in Figure 5.7. The transconductance of this 
particular implementation of the MOTA element is controlled by bias DC current Iset. 
The dependence of transconductance of the used transistor-level simulation model 
of the MOTA element on bias current Iset is presented in Figure 5.8. 
This particular implementation of the MOTA element consists of two input and four output 
terminals. Relations between input and output terminals are described by equation (5.7). This 
transistor-level model was taken from [133]. The dimensions of some transistors stated 
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Figure 5.7 Used transistor-level model of the MOTA element [133] 
 
Figure 5.8 Dependence of gm on Iset of the MOTA transistor-level simulation model 
5.4 Adjustable Current Amplifiers 
 Adjustable current amplifiers are current-mode active elements with a low-impedance 
current input(s) and current high-impedance current output(s) with ability to control their 
gain. The gain of these elements is being controlled by some external parameter usually DC 
voltage and current. A schematic symbol of the ACA element is depicted in Figure 5.9 a). 
Figure 5.9 b) c) and d) shows a schematic symbol of the digitally adjustable current amplifier, 
modified M-C graph of this element, simplified M-C graph respectively. 
The DACA element was developed in cooperation of Brno University of Technology and ON 
Semiconductor design center in CMOS 0.35 µm technology. The DACA consists of 
a differential input and differential output and its gain is controlled via 3-bit word in range 
from 1 to 8 with step of 1. An alternative circuit solution of the DACA element is presented 
in Figure 5.9 e). It consists of two inputs and four outputs and it is formed by one universal 
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voltage conveyor (UVC) [55], one EL2082 [134] and one UCC. The gain of this circuit can 
be controlled continuously in range of 0 to 5 by DC voltage.  
The DACA element can be described by the following relations: 
,-+ -= ININID iii  (5.8) 
 
,-+ -= OUTOUTOD iii  (5.9) 
 
,2 IDOD Aii =  (5.10) 
 
),( -++ -= ININOUT iiAi  (5.11) 
 
),( -+- --= ININOUT iiAi  (5.12) 
 
where iID is a differential input current, iOD is the differential output current and A stands for 

































































Figure 5.9 a) schematic symbol of the ACA, b) schematic symbol of the DACA, c) modified M-C graph of the DACA, 
d) simplified M-C graph of the DACA, e) alternative implementation of the DACA using one UCC, UVC and EL2082 
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A second-level simulation macromodel which has been used in simulations of the proposed 
filters from chapters 6.2 - 6.5 and 6.8 is presented in Figure 5.10. This model is used for filters 
which were proposed with the alternative circuit solution of the DACA element so the control 
of its current gain is continuous instead of discrete steps of the real DACA element. This 
simulation model imitates non-ideal input and output impedances of individual terminals 





































Figure 5.10 Second-level simulation macromodel of the DACA 
A simulation macromodel used for simulations of the filter from chapter 6.6 is illustrated 
in Figure 5.11. This simulation model is used for the filter which is implemented with the real 
DACA element. It is the third-level simulation macromodel which imitates input and output 
impedances of individual terminals of the DACA and also imitates current limitations of these 
terminals. In this model, the values of output impedances and current limitations are depended 
on the actual chosen value of gain. Detailed information about this simulation model 
of the DACA element can be found in [135]. 
Table I summarizes values of the current gains of the DACA element depending on chosen 3-
bit word. ATHEOR represents the theoretical value of actual gain when AREAL is the actual 
obtained gain for particular word. These values are based on the worst case values obtained 
from measurement of ten DACA chips. 
Table I Theoretical and actual values of current gains of the DACA element 
3-bit word 000 001 010 011 100 101 110 111 
ATHEOR [-] 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
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Figure 5.11 Third-level simulation macromodel of the DACA 
Figure 5.12 depicts a transistor-level model of the ACA element including the transistor 
dimensions. The current gain (B label used in this case) of this particular implementation 
of a transistor-level model of the ACA element is controlled by current IsetB. The dependence 
of current gain B of the used transistor-level simulation model of the ACA element on control 
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Figure 5.12 Used transistor-level model of the ACA element [14] 
This particular transistor-level model implementation of the ACA consists of two input and 
two output terminals. This active element can be described by the following relation: 




Figure 5.13 Dependence of B on IsetB of the ACA transistor-level simulation model 
5.5 Operational Transresistance Amplifiers 
 An OTRA originally presented in [129] is an active element with a current input and 
voltage output(s). A schematic symbol, modified M-C graph, simplified M-C graph 
of the OTRA element and its possible implementation using two UCC-N1B_0520 chips can 
be seen in Figure 5.14. This particular implementation of the OTRA element consists of two 
current inputs and two voltage outputs and its transresistance can be set by resistor RT 



























































Figure 5.14 Operational transresistance amplifier: a) schematic symbol, b) modified M-C graph, c) simplified M-C 
graph, d) possible implementation of the OTRA using two UCC-N1B_0520 chips 
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Relations between input and output terminals of the OTRA element can be described as: 
),( npTo iiRv -=+  (5.13) 
 
),( npTo iiRv --=-  (5.14) 
 
where ip and in are currents of p and n input terminals of this element. 
5.6 Concluding Summary of the Chapter 
Current followers are very simple active components which are suitable for the current-mode 
circuits. The disadvantage of their usage is that the filters employing CFs require resistors 
which increases the complexity of the circuit. The other disadvantage is that additional 
(controllable) active elements must be placed in the circuit structure in order to achieve 
electronic control of some of the typical filter parameters such as the pole frequency, quality 
factor etc. 
The transconductance amplifiers are also suitable for the current-mode circuits although 
the circuits employing this type of active elements are not working purely in the current 
mode. The advantage of this active element is the ability to control its transconductance 
so it is possible to electronically control some of the filter parameters and it does not require 
additional resistors in comparison to CFs. The OTAs are also suitable for use in F-D 
structures because it has a voltage differential input. 
The DACA amplifier can be suitably added in the circuit structure in order to enable control 
of some of the filter parameters. Since they have current inputs and current outputs they are 
idea to combine with current followers which do not posses electronic controllability. 
The alternative circuit of the DACA element also provides a continuous control and possesses 
four outputs in default which is advantageous for usage in F-D structures. 
The OTRA amplifier can be also added in circuit structure in order to enable control of some 
of the filter parameters. Its inclusion in the circuit structure is slightly more difficult than 
in case of the DACA because of its voltage outputs which cannot be directly connected 
to the current input of the filter. Thus, the OTRA element is appropriate to combine with 




6 Newly Proposed Filtering Structures 
 This chapter contains new proposals of the fully-differential (F-D) frequency filters 
working in the current mode. These filters are either firstly proposed in their single-ended (S-
E) form and then transformed into the F-D forms, or proposed in the F-D forms based 
on existing structures. All presented responses are non-inverting transfer functions unless 
stated otherwise. The models of particular active  elements used in case of simulations are 
described in chapter 5. All S-E filters are firstly design using signal-flow graph design 
method. The F-D filters are then created from the corresponding S-E filters 
by the transformation of horizontal structures. All the proposed filters are the second-order 
current-mode filters. Band-pass and all-pass transfer functions can be easily obtained 
by summing particular outputs of the circuit because the proposed structures are the SIMO 
type filters. Another important feature of the proposed structures is a low input and high 
output impedance which allows simple cascading of these structures in order to create higher-
order filters. Since floating capacitors are not suitable for practical implementation, all 
implemented filter are designed with grounded capacitors as shown later. The proposals are 
then verified using SNAP program and PSpice simulations using available simulation models 
of used active elements. The actual functionality of the proposed filters is, in some cases, also 
supported by experimental measurements. If the experimental measurement has been carried 
out, chips of available active elements have been used the way stated in chapter 5. 
The measurement has been performed using network analyzer Agilent 4395A together with 
simple V/I and I/V converters. In case of F-D measurement, single-ended voltage 
to differential voltage, two V/I and differential current to single-ended voltage converters 
[119] were used.  Figure 6.1 shows a block diagram of the measurement of the S-E filters 
working in the current mode. A block diagram of the measurement of the F-D current-mode 
filters is illustrated in Figure 6.2. All experimental measurements are affected by limitations 
and parasitic parameters of used V/I and I/V (V/IDIF, IDIF/V) converters. The magnitude 
response of the S-E V/I - I/V converters is depicted in Figure 6.3 and the magnitude response 
























Figure 6.2 Block diagram of the measurement of the F-D filters 
 
Figure 6.3 Magnitude response of the S-E V/I - I/V converters 
 
Figure 6.4 Magnitude response of the V/IDIF - IDIF/V converters 
From the Figure 6.3 can be seen that the S-E V/I, I/V converters are suitable to use up to 30 
MHz. The suitability of the V/IDIF - IDIF/V converters is up to 50 MHz. The gain 
of the converters above these frequencies is highly inconsistent. This inconsistency is 
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affecting measured results. All experimental measurements are also affected by parasitic 
capacitances of PCBs of implemented filters and parasitic capacitances of cables used 
to connect the measured filter with converters and analyzer. All these features are 
significantly affecting experimental results at higher frequencies. 
6.1 General Conception of a Filter with Three CFs 
 Figure 6.5 shows a general structure of a second-order universal filter based 
on the FLF topology employing three CFs from [80]. This conception is based on the fact that 
it is possible to design frequency filters by suitable setting of integrators as basic building 
blocks. The structure consists of three MO-CFs creating lossy and lossless integrators. 
The advantage of this is a low input and high output impedance of given structure which 
in case of the current mode allows simple chaining of these blocks in cascade. In case 
of the design of the current-mode frequency filters, it is advantageous that when the output 
responses are taken directly from current outputs of used active elements. For this reason, it is 
advantageous to use multiple-output active elements such as MO-CFs in order to have more 
responses from high-impedance outputs of active element if possible in both polarities. 
The denominator of the filter is: 
.)( 211221


































Figure 6.5 General conception of a filter with three MO-CFs: a) simplified M-C graph, b) circuit structure 




















Q =  
 
(6.2), (6.3) 
where f0 is the pole frequency and Q stands for the quality factor of the filter. 














































































































s  (6.8) 
 
From obtainable transfer functions is obvious that the filter is universal because it provides all 
standard transfer functions (LP, BP, HP, BS, AP). All transfer functions except all-pass 
function can be obtained in both polarities. Note that the high-pass transfer function is 
obtained by summing two outputs. This conception is used to propose filters in chapters 6.2, 
6.3, 6.4 and 6.5. 
6.2 Universal Filter with Three CFs and Two DACAs 
6.2.1  Filter proposal  
 This proposal is based on a previously presented filter from chapter 6.1. The circuit 
structure has been complemented with two digitally adjustable current amplifiers which were 
suitably added in the circuit structure so it is possible to electronically control the pole 
frequency. Figure 6.6 shows the proposed S-E filter. The other advantage of this new proposal 
is that high-pass transfer function can be obtained directly from the outputs of the follower 
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MO-CF1 in comparison to the previously proposed filter when it was necessary to sum 
the outputs of the two active components, in order to obtain this function. I presented 













































Figure 6.6 Single-ended form of the proposed filter with three MO-CFs and two DACAs: a) simplified M-C graph, b) 
circuit structure 
The F-D version of the proposed filter was created from the S-E structure by mirroring 
passive parts and also active elements. The F-D filter is also proposed with non-differential 
current followers instead of fully differential current followers in order of easier possible 
future implementation in a form of PCB. The differential structure of the proposed filter is 
presented in Figure 6.7. It consists of two DO-CFs, four MO-CFs and two DACAs. 
The denominator for all available transfer functions of these filters is given by: 
.)( 212111221
2 AAGGAGCCCD ++= sss  (6.9) 
 
From equation (6.9) is obvious that it is possible to control the pole frequency of the filter 
without disturbing the quality factor of the filter by adjusting current gains of the DACA 
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Figure 6.7 Fully-differential form of the proposed filter with three MO-CFs and two DACAs: a) simplified M-C 
graph, b) circuit structure 
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(6.10), (6.11) 
In order to obtain the same particular transfer functions for the F-D form of filter, parameter A 
is replaced by 2A. The values of parameters G1, G2 are also twice higher in comparison 























































































I  (6.16) 
 
From the equations (6.12) - (6.16) is obvious that it is possible to obtain all standard transfer 
functions. From the equations it is evident that high-pass transfer function corresponds with 
the particular term of the denominator and it will have unity gain in pass-band area regardless 
the values of parameter A. For these filters, the analysis of five possible inputs in order 
to determinate what filter functions can obtained from individual outputs was made. For 
the sake of clarity, only analysis with input IIN1 is included here. All analyzed variants can 
be found in [136]. 
6.2.2  Simulation Results 
 For the PSpice simulations, the values of passive elements and specific filter 
parameters have been chosen as follows: the starting pole frequency f0 = 1 MHz, starting 
quality factor Q = 0.707 (Butterworth approximation), default current gains A1 = A2  = 1 (half 
values in case of the F-D form of the filter) and values of capacitors were set C1 = C2 = 100 
pF. Values of resistors were calculated accordingly: R1=Q/(2πf0C1)= 1125 Ω and 
R2=1/(4π
2f0
2C1C2R1) = 2252 Ω. These values were left unchanged instead of being rounded 
to correspond with realistically obtainable values so the parasitic characteristics of the models 
of used active elements are more apparent. 
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As already mentioned conductances G1, G2 for the F-D filter must be of double values thus, 
the resistors of the F-D filter have half the values of resistors of the S-E filter. All output 
responses depicted in this chapter are inverting filtering functions. Instead of the DACA 
element, an alternative circuit of the DACA presented in section 5.4 was used. Therefore, the 
values chosen to verify ability to tune the pole frequency of filters are solely demonstrational 
and do not necessary correspond with values which can be obtained using a real element 
of the DACA. 
Figure 6.8 illustrates obtained LP, BP, HP and BS transfer functions for both S-E and F-D 
form of the filter. The slope of attenuation of obtained HP transfer functions (blue lines) is 39 
dB per decade, 18 dB per decade for BP functions (red lines) and in case of LP transfer 
functions it is 38 dB per decade. The biggest attenuation of the BS function is -40 dB. 
The slope of attenuation of individual transfer functions of the F-D filter is slightly higher. 
This is mainly caused by lower values of resistors used for the F-D filter in comparison 
to the values of resistors of the S-E filter. 
 
Figure 6.8 Output responses of the S-E filter from Fig. 6.6  (solid lines) and of the F-D filter from Fig. 6.7 (dashed 
lines): high-pass, band-pass, low-pass, band-stop transfer functions (simulation results) 
Demonstration of the possibility to tune the pole frequency of the S-E and F-D filter 
by changing the values of transfer gains of the DACA elements can be seen in Figure 6.9. 
The HP transfer function was used as an example. Values of current gains A1 and A2 were set 
accordingly 0.5, 1, 2 (0.25, 0.5, 1 in case of the F-D structure). Values of the pole frequency 
obtained from simulations can be compared in Table II. From the table can be seen that 






Figure 6.9 Demonstration of ability to control the pole frequency (simulation results) in case of the S-E filter from 
Fig. 6.6 (solid lines) and of the F-D filter from Fig. 6.7 (dashed lines) when A1 = A2 were set 0.5, 1, 2 
Table II Comparison of obtained values of the pole frequency 
 A1,2 S-E/ A1,2 F-D [-] 
Frequency [kHz] 0.5/0.25 1/0.5 2/1 
Calculated 500.0 999.9 1999.8 
Simulated S-E 466.5 921.5 1816.2 
Simulated F-D 479.3 942.3 1846.4 
 
Gain, group delay and phase characteristics of all pass transfer functions are depicted 
in Figure 6.10. The blue lines represent all-pass transfer function of the S-E form 
of the proposed filter and the red lines then show obtained all-pass transfer function of the F-
D form of the filter. From the graph can be see that the filter is suitable only approximately 
up to frequency of 10 MHz because of bandwidth limitations and parasitic characteristics 
of used active elements, bandwidth limitations of used converters and parasitic capacitances 
of cables and PCB. 
 
Figure 6.10 Output responses (simulation results) of all-pass filter characteristics (gain, group delay and phase) 
of the S-E filter from Fig. 6.6 (blue lines) and of the F-D filter from Fig. 6.7 (red lines) 
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6.2.3  Sensitivity Analysis 
 The analysis of the proposed S-E and F-D filter also includes a relative sensitivity 
analysis [120]. The S-E filter from Figure 6.6 contains 17 parameters (C1, C2, G1, G2, A1, A2, 
n11, n12, n13, n21, n22, n23, n24, n31, n32, n33, n34). Coefficients n11 to n34 represent individual 
outputs of each current follower in the circuit structure. The change of any of these 
parameters can significantly influence the characteristics of the filter. When taking all these 
parameters into consideration, the denominator of the S-E filter turns into: 
,)( 012
2 bbbDreal ++= sss  (6.17) 
 
where 
,212 CCb -=  (6.18) 
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where qi represents particular circuit parameter such as C1, A1 etc. 
The relative sensitivity of the module of transfer is then given as [120]: 
( ){ } .Re _)(_ ww jK qRjK qR ii SS =  (6.30) 
 
Figure 6.11 to Figure 6.14 gradually show the relative sensitivity of the module of transfer 
to above mentioned parameters for LP, BP, HP and BS transfer functions when f0 = 1 MHz. 
AP transfer function was not included in this analysis because of its excessive complexity 
(especially in case of the F-D filter). Mathematical expression of individual sensitivities was 
performed using the program Maple. Individual calculations are not included due to their 
large volume and because it brings practically no additional information. From the graphs is 
obvious that all sensitivities to individual parameters are low (they are up to one). The biggest 




Figure 6.11 Relative sensitivity of the module of transfer of LP of the S-E filter for individual parameters depending 
on the frequency (f0 = 1 MHz) 
 
Figure 6.12 Relative sensitivity of the module of transfer of BP of the S-E for individual parameters depending 
on the frequency (f0 = 1 MHz) 
 
Figure 6.13 Relative sensitivity of the module of transfer of HP of the S-E for individual parameters depending 




Figure 6.14 Relative sensitivity of the module of transfer of BS of the S-E for individual parameters depending 
on the frequency (f0 = 1 MHz) 
The F-D filter from Figure 6.7 contains 22 parameters (C1, C2, G1, G2, A1, A2, n11, n12, n13, n14, 
n21, n22, n23, n24, n25, n26, n31, n32, n33, n34, n35, n36) Coefficients n11 to n34 again stand for 
individual outputs of each current follower in the circuit structure. 
The denominator of the F-D filter has the form: 
,)( 012
2 bbbDreal ++= sss  (6.31) 
 
The equations of the sensitivity analysis of the F-D filter were moved to Appendices due 
to their large volume. Individual terms of the denominator of the F-D filter are given 
by equations (A.1) to (A.3). The real transfer functions of the F-D filter in their general form 
are given by equations (6.21) to (6.24). Numerators of the transfer functions of the F-D filter 
are given by equations (A.4) to (A.7). 
The relative sensitivity of the module of transfer to given parameters for LP and BP, transfer 
functions of the F-D filter when f0 = 1 MHz is calculated the same way as for the S-E filter 
(using equations (6.29) and (6.30)). The relative sensitivity of the module of transfer of HP 
and BS transfer function was not possible to calculate in real time because of the excessive 
complexity of numerator of these functions. The relative sensitivity of the module of transfer 
of LP and BP transfer functions of the F-D filter are illustrated in Figure 6.15 and Figure 6.16. 
As can be seen from graphs, individual sensitivities of the F-D filter are low. Both LP and BP 
are the most sensitive to  parameter n23 whose sensitivity reaches two at frequencies below 





Figure 6.15 Relative sensitivity of the module of transfer of LP of the F-D filter for individual parameters depending 
on the frequency (f0 = 1 MHz) 
 
Figure 6.16 Relative sensitivity of the module of transfer of BP of the F-D for individual parameters depending 
on the frequency (f0 = 1 MHz) 
6.3 Universal Filter with Three CFs and Three DACAs 
6.3.1  Filter proposal 
 This filtering structure is also based on the filter from chapter 6.1. There are three 
DACA elements suitably added in the circuit structure so it is possible to electronically 
control not only the pole frequency, but also the quality factor of the filter without disturbing 
each other. The proposed filter is illustrated in Figure 6.17. The filter as well benefits from 
the advantage that high-pass transfer function can be obtained directly from the outputs 
of the follower MO-CF1. I have also presented this proposal in [136]. 
The F-D form of the filter was again created by mirroring passive and active elements 
so the F-D filter, as well, proposed with non-differential current followers in order of easier 
possible implementation in a form of PCB. Figure 6.18 shows the F-D version 






















































Figure 6.17 Single-ended form of the proposed filter with three MO-CFs and three DACAs: a) simplified M-C graph, 
b) circuit structure 
The denominator which is common for all transfer functions of the filter is given as: 
.)( 212111221
2 AAGGAAGCCCD Q ++= sss  (6.32) 
 
From the denominator of the transfer functions of the filter can be seen that it is possible 
to control the pole frequency without disturbing the quality factor by changing the values 
of the current gains A1 and A2 when A1 = A2 = A. The quality factor of the filter can 
be controlled without disturbing the pole frequency by changing current gain AQ. 
The relations for the pole frequency and quality factor of the filter are described 
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Figure 6.18 Fully-differential form of the proposed filter with three MO-CFs and three DACAs: a) simplified M-C 
graph, b) circuit structure 
Again applies that in order to obtain the same particular pole frequency for the F-D filter,  
parameters A1 and A2 are replaced by 2A in comparison to the S-E form of the filter. Similarly, 
the value of parameter AQ is halved to achieve the same quality factor. The values 
of parameters G1, G2 are also twice higher in comparison to the values used for the S-E filter. 

























































































These equations show that the filter provides all standard transfer functions. High-pass 
transfer function corresponds with the particular term of the denominator thus, it has unity 
gain in pass band area regardless values of parameter A. As in the previous case, the analysis 
of five possible inputs was made. Only the analysis with input IIN1 has been included. All 
analyzed variants can be again found in [136]. 
6.3.2  Simulation Results 
 The values of passive elements and specific filter parameters were set the same way 
as for the filter in subsection 6.2. That means the starting pole frequency f0 = 1 MHz, starting 
quality factor Q = 0.707 (Butterworth approximation), capacitors were set C1 = C2 = 100 pF. 
Resistors had again values R1 =  1125 Ω, R2 = 2252 Ω.  Current gains A1 = A2  = 1 (half values 
in case of the F-D form of the filter) and AQ equals 1 as well (0.5 for the F-D transfer 
functions). 
All output responses illustrated in this chapter are inverting filtering functions. The alternative 
circuit solution of the DACA element has been used. Therefore, the values chosen for 
the control of the pole frequency and quality factor of proposed filters are solely 
demonstrational and do not necessary correspond with values which can be obtained using 
a real element of the DACA. 
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Output responses of low-pass, band-pass, high-pass and band-stop transfer functions of the S-
E and F-D form of the proposed filter are shown in Figure 6.19. The slope of attenuation 
of obtained HP transfer functions (blue lines) is 39 dB per decade, 19 dB per decade for BP 
functions (red lines) and in case of LP transfer functions it is 37 dB per decade. The biggest 
attenuation of the BS function is -40 dB. The slope of attenuation of individual transfer 
functions of the F-D filter is slightly steeper which is mainly given by lower values 
of resistors used for the F-D filter. 
 
Figure 6.19 Output responses of the S-E filter from Fig. 6.17  (solid lines) and of the F-D filter from Fig. 6.18 (dashed 
lines): high-pass, band-pass, low-pass, band-stop transfer functions (simulation results) 
The ability to adjust the pole frequency of the S-E and F-D filter by changing the values 
of transfer gains A1 and A2 is depicted in Figure 6.20 The HP transfer function was used for 
this example. Values of current gains A1 and A2 were set the same way as for the filter 
in subsection 6.2 (i. e. 0.5, 1, 2 in case of the S-E filter and 0.25, 0.5, 1 for the F-D filter). 
The value of parameter AQ was not changing. Table III compares the values of the pole 
frequency obtained from simulations of the S-E and F-D filter. It can be seen that the values 
of the pole frequency obtained from the F-D filter are closer to the theoretical values. 
 
Figure 6.20 Demonstration of ability to control the pole frequency (simulation results) in case of the S-E filter from 
Fig. 6.17 (solid lines) and of the F-D filter from Fig. 6.18 (dashed lines) when A1 = A2 were set 0.5, 1, 2 
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Table III Comparison of obtained values of the pole frequency 
 A1,2 S-E/A1,2 F-D [-] 
Frequency [kHz] 0.5/0.25 1/0.5 2/1 
Calculated 500.0 999.9 1999.8 
Simulated S-E 468.8 914.7 1805.3 
Simulated F-D 477.4 945.4 1854.8 
 
Figure 6.21 illustrates controllability of the quality factor of the filter. The ability to change 
the quality factor is achieved by changing the current gain AQ. For the presentation, BP 
transfer function has been selected as an example. Values of parameter AQ are selected 
accordingly: 0.1, 0.5 and 1, which corresponds with values of 0.05, 0.25 and 0.5 for the F-D 
filter. Values of current gains A1 and A2 remain unchanged. The theoretical and simulated 
values of the quality factor for given values of AQ are summarized in Table IV. 
By comparison is obvious that the values of the quality factor obtained from the F-D filter are 
slightly higher than the values of the S-E filter. 
 
Figure 6.21 Demonstration of ability to control the quality factor (simulation results) in case of the S-E filter from 
Fig. 6.17 (solid lines) and of the F-D filter from Fig. 6.18 (dashed lines) when AQ was 0.1, 0.5, 1 
Table IV Comparison of obtained values of the quality factor 
 AQ S-E/ AQ F-D [-] 
Q [-] 0.1/0.05 0.5/0.25 1/0.5 
Calculated 7.07 1.41 0.71 
Simulated S-E 6.70 1.38 0.64 
Simulated F-D 7.98 1.47 0.69 
 
Figure 6.22 shows gain, group delay and phase characteristics of all pass transfer function 
of the S-E and F-D filter. The blue lines represent all-pass transfer function of the S-E form 
of the filter and the red lines show obtained all-pass transfer function of the F-D form 
of the filter. Even this all-pass filter, as in the previous case, is usable approximately up to 10 
MHz because of the bandwidth limitations and parasitic characteristics of the models used 
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active elements, bandwidth limitations of used converters and parasitic capacitances of cables 
and PCB. 
 
Figure 6.22 Output responses (simulation results) of all-pass filter characteristics (gain, group delay and phase) 
of the S-E filter from Fig. 6.17 (blue lines) and of the F-D filter from Fig. 6.18 (red lines) 
6.4 Universal Filter with Three CFs and Two DACAs 
6.4.1  Filter proposal 
 Another possible circuits solution of a second-order universal filter based 
on the conception  from chapter 6.1 which uses three MO-CF and two DACA elements is 
presented in Figure 6.23. The difference between this filter and the filter from chapter 6.1 is 
that the structure from chapter 6.1 is based on Follow-the-Leader Feedback (FLF) topology 
[104] in comparison to Inverse Follow-the-Leader Feedback (IFLF) topology [115] used in 
this case. The DACA elements are suitably placed in the circuit structure that it is possible 
to electronically control the pole frequency. The analysis of obtainable transfer functions 
depending on chosen input has been made. Input placed before DACA1 when the filter 
provides all standard filtering functions has been chosen for further analysis. My research 
described in this chapter is published in [137]. 
The F-D form of the filter is shown in Figure 6.24. It was created by mirroring passive and 
active elements. The F-D structure of the proposed filter is designed with non-differential 
current followers in order to simplify possible future implementation of the filter. In case 
of practical implementation, it would be possible to use the DACA elements to substitute 
fully-differential followers. The filter employs two DO-CFs, four MO-CFs and two DACAs. 
The denominator of the filter is described by the following equation: 
.)( 212112121






The pole frequency of the filter can be electronically controlled without disturbing the quality 
factor by current gains of the DACA elements when A1 = A2 =A which is evident from 


























































Figure 6.23 Single-ended form of the proposed filter with three MO-CFs and two DACAs:  
a) simplified M-C graph, b) circuit structure 















Q =  
 
(6.41), (6.42) 
To obtain the same particular transfer functions of the F-D form of filter, parameter A is 
replaced by 2A. The values of parameters G1, G2 must be also twice higher in comparison 
to the values used for the S-E filter. 
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Figure 6.24 Fully-differential form of the proposed filter with three MO-CFs and two DACAs:  








































































































We can obtain all standard transfer functions and thus, the filter is universal. The proposed 
filter also provides two different band-pass and all-pass functions. BP1 function is more 
advantageous since this function corresponds with the particular term of the denominator and 
it will have unity gain pass band area regardless values of parameter A. AP1 transfer function 
is more advantageous for the same reason. Also, low-pass transfer function corresponds with 
the particular term of the denominator therefore, it has unity gain in pass band area regardless 
values of parameter A. 
6.4.2  Simulation Results 
 Simulation results were carried out using these starting values of passive elements and 
specific filter parameters: default f0 has been set to 1 MHz, quality factor Q equals 0.707 
(Butterworth approximation), capacitors C1 = C2 = 100 pF, current gains of DACA elements 
are A1 = A2 = 1 (0.5 in case of the F-D transfer functions). Values of resistors R1 and R2 were 
calculated accordingly: R1 = 1/(2πf0C1Q) = 2252 Ω and R2 = 1/(4π
2f0
2C1C2R1) = 1126 Ω. 
The values of resistors were not rounded for reasons mentioned in chapter 6.2. 
The alternative circuit solution of the DACA element has been used. Therefore, the values 
chosen for the control of the pole frequency and quality factor of proposed filters are solely 
demonstrational and do not necessary correspond with values which can be obtained using 
a real element of the DACA amplifier. 
Figure 6.25 shows obtained low-pass, band-pass, high-pass and band-stop transfer functions 
of the S-E and F-D filter. BP transfer function presented in the graph is BP1. The slope 
of attenuation of obtained HP transfer functions (blue lines) is 38 dB per decade, 19 dB per 
decade for BP functions (red lines) and in case of LP transfer functions it is 39 dB per decade. 
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The biggest attenuation of the BS function is -40 dB. The slope of attenuation of individual 
transfer functions of the F-D filter is slightly greater which is mainly given by the fact that 
the values of resistors used for the S-E filter are twice as big as in case of the F-D filter. 
 
Figure 6.25 Output responses of the S-E filter from Fig. 6.23  (solid lines) and of the F-D filter from Fig. 6.24 (dashed 
lines):  high-pass, band-pass, low-pass, band-stop transfer functions (simulation results) 
Figure 6.26 demonstrates the ability to control the pole frequency of the S-E and F-D filter 
when changing values of current gains A1 and A2. LP transfer function was selected for 
the illustration. Selected values of parameters A are 0.5, 1 and 2 which corresponds with 
values 0.25, 0.5 and 1 in case of the F-D filter. Simulated values of the pole frequency 
of the S-E and F-D filter can be compared in Table V. When comparing the values of the pole 
frequency from the table it can be seen that the pole frequencies obtained from the F-D filter 
are closer to the theoretical values. 
 
Figure 6.26 Demonstration of ability to control the pole frequency (simulation results) in case of the S-E filter from 




Table V Comparison of obtained values of the pole frequency 
 A1,2 S-E/A1,2 F-D [-] 
Frequency [kHz] 0.5/0.25 1/0.5 2/1 
Calculated 499.7 999.5 1998.9 
Simulated S-E 440.6 903.7 1836.5 
Simulated F-D 474.2 963.8 1958.8 
 
Characteristics of gain, group delay and phase of the all pass (AP1) transfer function of the S-
E and F-D filter are illustrated in Figure 6.27. All-pass transfer function of the S-E filter is 
represented by blue lines when all-pass transfer function of the F-D filter is represented by red 
lines. These all-pass filters are suitable to use approximately up to 30 MHz because 
the transfer function at higher frequencies is already affected by bandwidth limitations and 
parasitic characteristics of the models used active elements, bandwidth limitations of used 
converters etc. 
 
Figure 6.27 Output responses (simulation results) of all-pass filter characteristics (gain, group delay and phase) 
of the S-E filter from Fig. 6.23 (blue lines) and of the F-D filter from Fig. 6.24 (red lines) 
6.4.3  Parasitic Analysis 
 The parasitic analysis [19] of the S-E and F-D filter was carried out in this case. 
The parasitic analysis deals mainly with input and output characteristics of used active 
elements. Significant parasitic admittances (YS1-YS5 and YP1-YP5) of the S-E filter caused 
by the non-ideal input and output characteristics of used active elements are depicted in  
Figure 6.28. Typical input and output parameters of a CF are RIN CF   2Ω, CIN CF   3 pF, 
ROUT CF  200 kΩ and COUT CF   0.6 pF [19]. Characteristic input and output parameters 
in case of the DACA element (RIN DACA   2Ω, CIN DACA   2 pF, ROUT DACA   100 kΩ and 
COUT DACA   5 pF) are based on its simulation model from chapter 5.4. Capacitances 
of individual pins of the active elements (approximately 1 pF each) are not included because 
all circuit is meant to be in its final implementation in the integrated form. Individual inputs 
and outputs of each used active element are expected to have very similar characteristics, 
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 Figure 6.28 S-E filter from Figure 6.23 with depicted main parasitic admittances being considered 



























































































sCGY +=+=  (6.59) 
Figure 6.29 shows the F-D filter with significant parasitic admittances caused by the non-ideal 
input and output characteristics of used active elements. Since the F-D structure was created 
by mirroring the S-E form of the filter, all parasitic admittances have the same form as in case 
of the S-E filter (equations (6.50) to (6.59)). Also as mentioned before we consider that 
individual inputs and outputs of each used active element have very similar characteristics 




















































Figure 6.29 F-D filter from Figure 6.24 with depicted main parasitic admittances 
Admittances YP1 and YP3 have the most significant impact on the S-E and F-D circuit. 
Admittance YP1 influences all transfer functions when YP3 influences mainly high-pass transfer 
function. The biggest influence of serial parasitic conductances is caused by conductances GS2 
and GS4 which cause a frequency shift because they are added to conductance G1, G2 
respectively. The biggest influence of parallel parasitic capacitances is caused by CP1 and CP2 
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which again cause a frequency shift because they are added to capacitances C1 and C2. Serial 
parasitic capacitances have minimal influence. All this applies for both S-E and F-D filter. 
Figure 6.30 illustrates BP1 transfer function of the S-E filter for chosen values of RP1 (10 kΩ, 
50 kΩ, 100 kΩ, 200 kΩ, 500 kΩ) when the CP1 is equal to 1.2 pF. It can be seen that smaller 
values of RP1 decrease the attenuation of the BP1 response in its stop band at lower 
frequencies. The same can be said about S-E HP transfer function in Figure 6.32. The only 
difference is that this time it is caused by influence of RP3. Figure 6.31 shows the influence 
of parameter CP2 (for values 0.1 pF, 1 pF, 10 pF, 50 pF and 100 pF) when RP2 was 100 kΩ 
on BP2 transfer function of the S-E filter. It is evident that higher values of CP2 cause 
a frequency shift to lower values. The influence of RP1 the CP1 is 1.2 pF on BS transfer 
function is shown in Figure 6.33. Lower values of RP1 decrease the attenuation of the stop 
band area of the BS function. 
 
Figure 6.30 Influence of RP1 parasitic characteristic on BP1 response of the S-E filter when CP1 was 1.2 pF 
 




Figure 6.32 Influence of RP3 parasitic characteristic on HP response of the S-E filter when CP3 was 2.6 pF 
 
Figure 6.33 Influence of RP1 parasitic characteristic on BS response of the S-E filter when CP1 was 1.2 pF 
FiguresFigure 6.34 to Figure 6.37 depict the influence of the same parameters (and same 
chosen values) on same transfer function of the F-D filter. From graphs can be seen that the 
influence of parasitic parameters is in case of the F-D transfer function slightly less 
distinctive. 
 




Figure 6.35 Influence of CP1 parasitic characteristic on BP2 response of the F-D filter when RP1 was 100 kΩ 
 
Figure 6.36 Influence of RP3 parasitic characteristic on HP response of the F-D filter when CP3 was 2.6 pF 
 
Figure 6.37 Influence of RP1 parasitic characteristic on BS response of the F-D filter when CP1 was 1.2 pF 
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6.5 Universal Filter with Two CFs and Two DACAs 
6.5.1  Filter proposal  
 By further analysis of the filter from chapter 6.4 has been discovered that the structure 
of this filter can be simplified by removing MO-CF1 (DO-CF1-1 and DO-CF1-2 in case of the F-
D form) because it is possible to obtain all standard transfer functions and the filter is thus 
versatile without responses taken from the outputs of this omitted active element. Figure 6.38 
shows the modified filter. It consists of two MO-CF and two DACA elements. For this filter, 
four possible inputs were analyzed. To obtain all standard types of transfer functions, the 
input of the circuit must be placed before DACA1 has to be used therefore this input is 
selected for subsequent presentation of the functionality of the S-E and F-D filter. I have 

















































Figure 6.38 Single-ended form of the proposed filter with two MO-CFs and two DACAs:  
a) simplified M-C graph, b) circuit structure 
The F-D form of the proposed filter was again created from the S-E structure by mirroring 
passive parts and active elements. The F-D filter is proposed with non-differential current for 
the sake of easier possible implementation in a form of PCB. Figure 6.39 presents the F-D 
structure of the proposed filter. The filter is formed by four MO-CFs and two DACAs. 
The denominator of all transfer functions of the filter is given as: 
.)( 212112121




As it can be seen it is the same denominator as for the filter in chapter 6.4. Therefore, the pole 
frequency of the filter can be electronically controlled without disturbing the quality factor 
by changing values of current gains when maintaining a simple condition A1 = A2 =A. 
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(6.61), (6.62) 
Again applies that in order to obtain the same particular transfer functions for both the S-E 
and F-D form of the filter, parameter A is replaced by 2A The values of parameters G1, G2 
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Figure 6.39 Fully-differential form of the proposed filter with two MO-CFs and two DACAs:  




































































































































As in case of the filter from chapter 6.4 we can obtain all standard transfer functions. 
The filter provides two different band-pass and all-pass functions. As for the previous filter, 
it applies that BP1 and AP1 are more advantageous transfer functions. For each transfer 
function again applies that the transfer function which corresponds with the specific term 
of the denominator of the filter will always have unity gain in the pass band area regardless 
the values of the parameters A1 and A2. For other transfer functions applies that their gain will 
change depending on parameters A. 
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6.5.2  Simulation Results 
 The values of passive elements and specific filter parameters were the same as for 
the filter from chapter 6.4. E. g. the starting pole frequency equals 1 MHz, starting quality 
factor Q = 0.707 (Butterworth approximation), the values of capacitors were C1 = C2 = 100 
pF. Values of resistors were R1 = 2252 Ω and R2 = 1126 Ω (without being rounded because 
of previously mentioned reasons). Current gains were chosen A1 = A2  = 1 (half values in case 
of the F-D form of the filter). 
The alternative circuit solution of the DACA element has been again used. Therefore, 
the values used to control the pole frequency of proposed filter are solely demonstrational and 
do not necessary correspond with values which can be obtained using a real element 
of the DACA amplifier. 
Simulated responses of low-pass, band-pass, high-pass and band-stop transfer functions 
of the S-E and F-D filter are shown in Figure 6.40. BP1 transfer function was used for 
the presentation. The slope of attenuation of obtained HP transfer functions (blue lines) is 38 
dB per decade, 19 dB per decade for BP functions (red lines) and in case of LP transfer 
functions it is 39 dB per decade. The biggest attenuation of the BS function is -40 dB. 
Transfer functions obtained from the F-D filter have steeper slope of attenuation than 
the functions of the S-E filter. This fact is mainly given by values of resistors which are twice 
as big in case of the S-E filter. 
 
Figure 6.40 Output responses of the S-E filter from Fig. 6.38  (solid lines) and of the F-D filter from Fig. 6.39 (dashed 
lines):  high-pass, band-pass, low-pass, band-stop transfer functions (simulation results) 
Demonstration of controllability of the pole frequency of the proposed S-E and F-D filter 
by changing the values of current gains A1 and A2 is illustrated in Figure 6.41. In this case, BP 
transfer function was selected for the presentation. The values of current gains A1 and A2 were 
set 0.5, 1 and 2 (0.25, 0.5 and 1 for the F-D filter). The pole frequencies obtained from 
simulations are compared in Table VI. From the table can be seen that the values of the pole 
frequency obtained from the F-D filter are closer to the theoretical values. 
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Table VI Comparison of obtained values of the pole frequency 
 A1,2 S-E/A1,2 F-D [-] 
Frequency [kHz] 0.5/0.25 1/0.5 2/1 
Calculated 499.7 999.5 1998.9 
Simulated S-E 465.6 920.5 1853.5 
Simulated F-D 483.1 981.8 1940.8 
 
 
Figure 6.41 Demonstration of ability to control the pole frequency (simulation results) in case of the S-E filter from 
Fig. 6.38 (solid lines) and of the F-D filter from Fig. 6.39 (dashed lines) when A1 = A2 were set 0.5, 1, 2 
Figure 6.42 depicts gain, group delay and phase of the all pass (AP1) transfer function 
of the S-E and F-D filter. The blue lines are characteristics of the S-E filter and the red lines 
are characteristics of the F-D filter. From the graph it can be seen that all-pass filters are 
suitable to use approximately up to 30 MHz because of bandwidth limitations and parasitic 
characteristics of the models of used active elements. 
 
Figure 6.42 Output responses (simulation results) of all-pass filter characteristics (gain, group delay and phase) 
of the S-E filter from Fig. 6.38 (blue lines) and of the F-D filter from Fig. 6.39 (red lines) 
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6.5.3  Sensitivity Analysis 
 The S-E and F-D filter was subjected to the sensitivity analysis. The S-E filter from 
Figure 6.38 contains 15 parameters (C1, C2, G1, G2, A1, A2, n11, n12, n13, n14, n21, n22, n23, n24, 
n25) where parameters n are individual outputs of each current follower in the circuit structure. 
The sensitivity analysis was carried out the same way as in the chapter 6.2 using relations 
(6.29) and (6.30). 
 
The denominator of the S-E filter when considering all these parameters is: 
,)( 012
2 bbbDreal ++= sss  (6.70) 
 
where 
,212 CCb =  (6.71) 
 























































s =  (6.78) 
 
where 
,14212123 nGGAAnrealLP =I  (6.79) 
 
,)( 122112521125211251 nGGAnGGAnGCAnrealBP ++= sI  (6.80) 
 
























Figure 6.43 to Figure 6.47 depict the relative sensitivity of the module of transfer to given 
parameters for LP, BP1, BP2, HP and BS transfer functions when f0 = 1 MHz. From 
the graphs can be seen that all sensitivities to individual parameters are low (they are 
up to one) except BS transfer function (up to eight in case of parameters C1, C2, G1, G2, A2, 
n14 and n23). The biggest sensitivity is again around the pole frequency. Higher sensitivity 
in case of BS transfer function is mainly given because of higher complexity of the numerator 




Figure 6.43 Relative sensitivity of the module of transfer of LP of the S-E filter for individual parameters depending 
on the frequency (f0 = 1 MHz) 
 
Figure 6.44 Relative sensitivity of the module of transfer of BP1 of the S-E for individual parameters depending 
on the frequency (f0 = 1 MHz) 
 
Figure 6.45 Relative sensitivity of the module of transfer of BP2 of the S-E for individual parameters depending 




Figure 6.46 Relative sensitivity of the module of transfer of HP of the S-E for individual parameters depending 
on the frequency (f0 = 1 MHz) 
 
Figure 6.47 Relative sensitivity of the module of transfer of BS of the S-E for individual parameters depending 
on the frequency (f0 = 1 MHz) 
The F-D filter from Figure 6.39 contains 20 parameters (C1, C2, G1, G2, A1, A2, n11, n12, n13, 
n14, n15, n16, n21, n22, n23, n24, n25, n26, n27, n28) where parameters n11 to n34 again stand for 
individual outputs of each current follower in the circuit structure. 
The denominator of the F-D filter is given as: 
,)( 012
2 bbbDreal ++= sss  (6.84) 
 
The equations of the sensitivity analysis of the F-D filter were again moved to Appendices 
due to their large volume. Individual terms of the denominator of the F-D filter are given 
by equations (B.1) to (B.3). The real transfer functions of the F-D filter in their general form 
are given by equations (6.74) to (6.78). Numerators of the transfer functions of the F-D filter 
are given by equations (B.4) to (B.8). 
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Figure 6.48 to Figure 6.52 illustrate the relative sensitivity of the module of transfer to given 
parameters for LP, BP1, BP2, HP and BS transfer functions of the F-D filter when f0 = 1 
MHz. Individual sensitivities of the F-D filter are low except BS transfer function where 
the sensitivity reaches up to eight similarly to the S-E BS function. LP, BP1, BP2 and HP are 
the most sensitive to parameters n12 and n21 whose sensitivity reaches two. The sensitivity 
of BS transfer function reaches up to eight for parameters C1, C2, G1, G2, A2, n13 and n22. 
 
Figure 6.48 Relative sensitivity of the module of transfer of LP of the F-D filter for individual parameters depending 
on the frequency (f0 = 1 MHz) 
 
Figure 6.49 Relative sensitivity of the module of transfer of BP1 of the F-D for individual parameters depending 




Figure 6.50 Relative sensitivity of the module of transfer of BP2 of the F-D for individual parameters depending 
on the frequency (f0 = 1 MHz) 
 
Figure 6.51 Relative sensitivity of the module of transfer of HP of the F-D for individual parameters depending 
on the frequency (f0 = 1 MHz) 
 
Figure 6.52 Relative sensitivity of the module of transfer of BS of the F-D for individual parameters depending 
on the frequency (f0 = 1 MHz) 
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6.6 Universal Filter with Three CFs and Two DACAs 
6.6.1  Filter proposal 
 Figure 6.53 presents a modified version of the filtering structure from chapter 6.2. 
The modification consists in that the positions of elements MO-CF2 and DACA1 and then 
MO-CF3 and DACA2 have been swapped. The modified version benefits from the fact that 
used DACA elements in the F-D structure now require only up to two outputs in comparison 
to the F-D filter from chapter 6.2 where DACA1 required four outputs. Therefore, it is 
possible to use the chips of the DACA element (which posses of two outputs) without any 
requirement of additional active elements which would be necessary to multiply the number 
of the outputs of the DACA elements. The other advantage is that all obtainable transfer 
functions correspond with particular term of the denominator of the filter thus, all transfer 
functions have the unity gain in pass-band area regardless the values of current gains A1 and 
A2. This S-E and F-D filter was also implemented in form of PCBs and experimental 












































Figure 6.53 Single-ended form of the filter with three MO-CFs and two DACAs: 
a) simplified M-C graph, b) circuit structure 
The F-D form of the filter from Figure 6.53 is illustrated in Figure 6.54. It is proposed with 
non-differential current followers in order of easier implementation in a form of PCB. The 
circuit structure of the F-D filter is created by two DO-CF, four MO-CF and two DACAs. In 
case of the implementation, floating capacitors have been replaced by grounded capacitors in 
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each branch as shown in Figure 6.54 c). The value of these capacitors is twice as high as 
selected values of capacitors from the S-E filter in order to compensate the pole frequency of 
the F-D transfer function  in comparison to the S-E function.  
The denominator of all transfer functions of this S-E and F-D filter is given by: 
.)( 212111221
2 AAGGAGCCCD ++= sss  (6.85) 
 
The denominator of the filter shows that it is possible to control the pole frequency of the 
filter without disturbing the quality factor by changing the values of the current gains A1 and 






















































































Figure 6.54 Fully-differential form of the filter with three MO-CFs and two DACAs: a) simplified M-C graph, b) 
circuit structure, c) implementation of non-floating capacitors 
The relations of the pole frequency and quality factor of the filter are represented 

















Q =  
 
(6.86), (6.87) 
Again applies that values parameters G1, G2 of the F-D filter are twice higher in comparison 
to the values used for the S-E filter. 



















































































I  (6.92) 
 
From the equations (6.88) - (6.92) can be seen that the proposed S-E and F-D filter provides 
all standard transfer functions. All transfer functions correspond with particular term 
of the denominator and thus, they have the unity gain in pass band area regardless values 
of current gains of the DACA elements. In case of the S-E filter, LP, HP and BS transfer 
functions can be obtained either positive or negative. As it is for the F-D filter, all available 
transfer functions can be obtained in both polarities. 
6.6.2  Simulation and Experimental Results 
Values of passive elements and specific filter parameters selected for PSpice simulations and 
experimental measurement are following: values of capacitors were set C1 = C2 = 330 pF, 
the quality factor of the filter Q = 0.707 (Butterworth approximation), starting values 
of current gains A1 = A2 = 1, G1 equals 0.909 mS which corresponds with a resistor value 
of 1100 Ω. The starting pole frequency was set to 300 kHz. Remaining G2 was calculated 
according to the relation: G2 = 2πf0C2Q = 0.4398 mS which is approximately 2274 Ω. 
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A resistor of value 2200 Ω was used which results in f0 = 310.0 kHz (241.5 kHz when taking 
real values of gain of the DACA element into consideration). 
A comparison of the simulation and experimental results of LP, BP, HP and BS transfer 
functions of the S-E filter are shown in Figure 6.55. HP transfer functions (blue lines) have 
the slope of attenuation of 39 dB per decade, BP functions (red lines) have 17 dB per decade 
and LP functions have 36 dB per decade. The slope of attenuation of simulated and measured 
functions is almost the same. The biggest attenuation of the BS function is 32 dB in case 
of the simulations and 37 dB for the measured filter. The biggest difference between 
simulation and experimental results is at lower and higher frequencies. The difference 
at lower frequencies is given mainly by that the output-impedances of actual used active 
elements are not high enough. The difference at higher frequencies is given mainly because 
of bandwidth limitations and parasitic characteristics of used V/I, I/V converters and active 
elements and also parasitic capacitances of cables and PCB. That also applies for the F-D 
filter. 
 
Figure 6.55 Comparison of transfer functions high-pass, band-pass, low-pass and band-stop of the S-E proposed filter 
from Fig. 6.53: simulation (solid lines) and experimental results (dashed lines) 
Figure 6.56 shows the ability to control the pole frequency of the S-E filter without disturbing 
its quality factor by changing the values of current gains A1 and A2. LP transfer function was 
used for the illustration. The values of current gains were set 1, 2, 3, 4. The pole frequencies 
obtained from simulations and measurement are summarized in Table VII. The simulation 





Figure 6.56 Demonstration of ability to control the pole frequency in case of the S-E filter from Fig. 6.53:  
simulation (solid lines) and experimental (dashed lines) results when parameter A was set to 1, 2, 3, 4 
Table VII Comparison of obtained values of the pole frequency 
 A1,2 [-] 
Frequency [kHz] 1 2 3 4 
Calculated 241.5 494.2 771.7 1022.8 
Simulated 248.0 504.8 799.9 1077.5 
Measured 252.6 551.0 859.2 1157.4 
 
A comparison of the simulation and experimental results of LP, BP, HP and BS transfer 
functions of the F-D filter is depicted in Figure 6.57. The slope of attenuation of obtained HP 
transfer functions (blue lines) is 35 dB per decade, 17 dB per decade for BP functions (red 
lines) and in case of LP transfer functions it is 39 dB per decade. The biggest attenuation 
of the BS function is 43 dB in case of the simulated results and 11 dB for the measured 
results. The slope of attenuation of independent transfer functions is almost the same for both 
simulation and experimental results. From this graph, we can see bigger differences between 
simulated and measured results which are given mainly because individual chips 
of the DACA elements have a rather wide range of their parameters such as the current gain 
and output impedance. 
 
Figure 6.57 Comparison of transfer functions high-pass, band-pass, low-pass and band-stop of the F-D proposed filter 
from Fig. 6.54: simulation (solid lines) and experimental results (dashed lines) 
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The ability to control the pole frequency of the F-D filter without disturbing its quality factor 
by changing the values of current gains A1 and A2 is illustrated in Figure 6.58. LP transfer 
function was chosen as an example. The values of current gains were set 1, 2, 3, 4. The values 
of pole frequencies obtained from simulations and measurement can be compared in Table 
VIII. By comparison can be seen that the values obtained from simulations are closer 
to the calculated values. The values of the pole frequency of the F-D filter are slightly higher. 
 
Figure 6.58 Demonstration of ability to control the pole frequency in case of the F-D filter from Fig. 6.54:  
simulation (solid lines) and experimental (dashed lines) results when parameter A was set to 1, 2, 3, 4 
Table VIII Comparison of obtained values of the pole frequency 
 A1,2 [-] 
Frequency [kHz] 1 2 3 4 
Calculated 241.5 494.2 771.7 1022.8 
Simulated 244.6 513.7 822.8 1108.5 
Measured 366.0 711.2 839.1 1420.5 
 
Figure 6.59 and Figure 6.60 compare experimental results of the S-E and F-D filter. Bigger 
differences between the S-E and F-D filter can be seen. This is given mainly because 
of a rather wide range of parameters such as the current gain and output impedance 
of individual chips of the DACA element. A comparison of measured pole frequencies 
of the S-E and F-D filter can be made from Table IX. The pole frequencies of the S-E filter 
are closer to the calculated values. The values of the pole frequency of the F-D filter are 
higher than the theoretical values which is again given by a wide range of parameters 




Figure 6.59 Comparison of transfer functions high-pass, band-pass, low-pass and band-stop of experimental results:  
the S-E filter from Fig. 6.53 (solid lines) and the F-D filter from Fig. 6.54 (dashed lines) 
 
Figure 6.60 Demonstration of ability to control the pole frequency in case of experimental results: 
 the S-E filter from Fig. 6.53 (solid lines) and the F-D filter from Fig. 6.54 (dashed lines)  
Table IX Comparison of obtained values of the pole frequency 
 A1,2 [-] 
Frequency [kHz] 1 2 3 4 
Calculated 241.5 494.2 771.7 1022.8 
Measured S-E 252.6 551.0 859.2 1157.4 
Measured F_D 366.0 711.2 839.1 1420.5 
 
6.7 General Conception of a Filter with Two OTAs and One CF 
 Figure 6.61 shows a second-order universal filter with minimal number of used active 
elements taken from [51]. The filter consists of two OTA elements (BOTA and MOTA) and 
one CF (DO-CF). Even though the filter has a current input and output, it contains mixed-
mode active elements so, it is not working purely in the current-mode. Nevertheless, the filter 
has a low input and high output impedance allowing simple chaining in cascade. The filter 
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possesses ability to control the pole frequency by changing values of transconductances 
of OTAs. All output responses are taken directly from current outputs of used active elements. 
The denominator which is common for all obtainable transfer functions is given as: 
.)( 211221
2
mmm gggCCCD ++= sss  (6.93) 
 



















































Figure 6.61 General conception of a filter with two OTAs and one CF: a) simplified M-C graph, b) circuit structure  
From equation (6.94) is obvious that the pole frequency can be controlled without disturbing 
the quality factor of the filter by changing values of transconductances gm1 and gm2 when gm1 
= gm2. 
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From equations (6.96) to (6.100) is obvious that the filter is universal it provides all standard 
transfer functions (LP, BP, HP, BS, AP). All transfer functions excluding BP are positive. 
This conception was used to propose filters in chapters 6.8, 6.9 and 6.10. 
6.8 Universal Filter with Two OTAs, One CF and One DACA 
6.8.1  Filter proposal 
The aim of the proposal was to design a second-order universal current-mode frequency filter 
using transconductance amplifiers (one BOTA and one MOTA elements) as basic building 
blocks. The DACA element was added in the circuit structure to control the quality factor 
of the filter. The proposed filter enables to control the pole frequency without disturbing 
the quality factor of the filter by simultaneous change of transconductances gm1, gm2. 
The quality factor of the filter can be electronically controlled by adjusting the current gain 
of the DACA element. I have presented the research from this chapter in [139]. The S-E form 
of the filter is shown in Figure 6.62. 
The F-D form of the filter can be seen in Figure 6.63. The filter consists of two MOTAs, one 
DACA and one FD-CF. The FD-CF is implemented by the DACA element. Floating 
capacitors are replaced by grounded capacitors the way shown in Figure 6.63 c). These 
capacitors are, similarly to previous cases, twice as high as capacitors used in the S-E filter. 





mmm ggAgCCCD ++= sss  (6.101) 
 
As it can be seen the pole frequency can be controlled electronically without disturbing the 
quality factor by adjusting values of transconductances gm1 and gm2 when gm1 = gm2. The 
quality factor of the filter can be electronically controlled without disturbing its pole 
frequency by changing the current gain A. 































































Figure 6.62 Single-ended form of the filter with two OTAs, one DACA and one MO-CF:  
a) simplified M-C graph, b) circuit structure 
In order to obtain the same transfer functions for both the S-E and F-D filter, factor A used for 
the F-D structure is replaced by 2A. The values of gm1, gm2 of the F-D filter must be twice 
higher than in case of S-E transconductances. 































































































































Figure 6.63 Fully-differential form of the filter with two OTAs, one DACA and one CF: 
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As can be seen the proposed S-E and F-D filter provides all standard transfer functions. All 
transfer functions correspond with particular term of the denominator and they have the unity 
gain in pass band area regardless values of transconductances gm1 and gm2 and current gain A 
of the DACA element. All obtainable transfer functions of the S-E and F-D filter can 
be obtained in both polarities. 
6.8.2  Simulation and Experimental Results 
The values of passive elements and specific filter parameters were set as follows: the starting 
pole frequency equals 500 kHz, the starting quality factor Q = 0.707 (Butterworth 
approximation), values of conductances gm1, gm2 were set to 1 mS, the starting current gain 
of DACA element has been chosen A = 1. Only values of capacitors C1 and C2 remain to 
be determined. These values were calculated as follows: C1 = (gm1QA)/(2πf0) = 225 pF, 
C2 = gm2/(2πf0AQ) = 450 pF. Hence, for the simulations and experimental measurement 
C1 = 220 pF and C2 = 440 pF have been used. 
The alternative circuit solution of the DACA element has been used. Therefore, the values 
used to control the quality factor of the S-E and F-D filter are solely demonstrational and do 
not necessary correspond with values which can be obtained using a real element 
of the DACA amplifier. The reason why the alternative solution of the DACA element is used 
instead of the DACA chip is that in case of the F-D we need 4 outputs otherwise it would not 
be possible to obtain the band-pass transfer function. It would be possible to use a current 
follower in order to copy and multiply the output signal of the DACA element, but that would 
increase the number of active elements on the PCB. Another advantage is that the quality 
factor of the filters can be controlled continuously instead of being limited by discrete steps. 
Simulation and experimental results of low-pass, band-pass, high-pass and band-stop transfer 
functions of the S-E form of the proposed filter are depicted in Figure 6.64. High-pass transfer 
function (blue lines) has the slope of attenuation 38 dB per decade. The slope of attenuation 
of band-pass function (red lines) is 19 dB per decade. Low-pass transfer function (green lines) 
was 39 dB per decade. The highest attenuation of band-pass function is at -35 dB in case 
of simulations and -25 dB of measured function. The transfer functions obtained from 
experimental measurement have slightly lower attenuation than simulated transfer functions. 
Differences between simulated and measured results at higher frequencies are mainly given 
by bandwidth limitations of used real active elements and also by limitations of used 
converters etc. The measured results are also affected by input/output impedances (they are 
not low/high enough) of the active elements in the structure. The input impedance 
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of the DACA element is the most dominant parasitic element at higher frequencies. That 
applies for all measured results. 
Possibility to control the pole frequency of the S-E filter without disturbing its quality factor 
by changing values of transconductances when gm1 = gm2 = gm is presented in Figure 6.65. LP 
transfer function has been selected as an example. The values of transconductances were set 
0.5 mS (resistor 2000 Ω has been used), 1 mS (1000 Ω) and 1.96 mS (510 Ω).  
 
Table X compares obtained values of the pole frequency. It can be seen that the pole 
frequencies obtained from simulations are closer to the theoretical values. Nonetheless, 
measured results are also satisfactory and confirm design correctness and correct operation of 
both filters. 
 
Figure 6.64 Comparison of transfer functions high-pass, band-pass, low-pass and band-stop of the S-E proposed filter 
from Fig. 6.62: simulation (solid lines) and experimental results (dashed lines) 
 
Figure 6.65 Demonstration of ability to control the pole frequency in case of the S-E filter from Fig. 6.62:  





Table X Comparison of obtained values of the pole frequency 
 gm1,2 [mS] 
Frequency [kHz] 0.5 1 1.96 
Calculated 255.8  511.5 1003.0 
Simulated  246.6 501.2 999.8 
Measured 228.8 456.4 1085.4 
 
Figure 6.66 illustrates possibility to control the quality factor of the filter without disturbing 
the pole frequency by adjusting current gain A. For the presentation, BP transfer function was 
chosen to be the example. Values of parameter A were selected accordingly: 0.25, 0.5 and 1. 
Table XI compares obtained values of the quality factor. Both simulated and measured values 
of the quality factor are in good agreement with the theory. There are slightly bigger 
differences for higher values of the quality factor. 
Table XI Comparison of obtained values of the quality factor 
 A [-] 
Q [-] 0.25 0.5 1 
Calculated 2.83 1.41 0.71 
Simulated 3.08 1.49 0.73 
Measured 3.26 1.39 0.67 
 
 
Figure 6.66 Demonstration of ability to control the quality factor in case of the S-E filter from Fig. 6.62: 
 simulation (solid lines) and experimental (dashed lines) results when A was set to 0.5 mS, 1 mS, 1.96 mS 
Low-pass, band-pass, high-pass and band-stop transfer functions of the F-D form obtained 
from simulations and experimental measurement are shown in Figure 6.67. The slope 
of attenuation of high-pass transfer functions (blue lines) is 39 dB per decade, in case of band-
pass functions (red lines), it is 20 dB per decade and 40 dB per decade for low-pass functions 
(green lines). The highest attenuation of band-stop transfer functions (turquoise lines) is at -47 
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dB in case of simulations and -35 dB in case of measured function. The measured function 
of high-pass function has slightly lower attenuation than the simulated function, 
approximately the same slope in case of band-pass and slightly higher slope for low-pass 
function. 
Figure 6.68 illustrates ability to control the pole frequency of the F-D filter without disturbing 
the quality factor by changing values of transconductances gm1, gm2. LP transfer function was 
again selected as an example. The values of transconductances of the F-D filter were set 1 mS 
(1000 Ω), 1.96 mS (510 Ω) and 3.92 mS (parallel combination of two 510 Ω resistors).  
 
Table XII summarizes values of the pole frequency obtained from simulations and 
experimental measurement. The values obtained from the experimental measurement are 
slightly higher than the calculated values. The difference is becoming more obvious at higher 
frequencies. 
 
Figure 6.67 Comparison of transfer functions high-pass, band-pass, low-pass and band-stop of the F-D proposed filter 
from Fig. 6.63: simulation (solid lines) and experimental results (dashed lines) 
 
Figure 6.68 Demonstration of ability to control the pole frequency in case of the F-D filter from Fig. 6.63:  
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simulation (solid lines) and experimental (dashed lines) results when gm1 and gm2 were set to 1 mS, 1.96 mS and 
3.92 mS  
 
 
Table XII Comparison of obtained values of the pole frequency 
 gm1,2 [mS] 
Frequency [kHz] 1 1.96 3.92 
Calculated 255.8  511.5 1003.0 
Simulated 251.2 505.8 1018.6 
Measured 259.0 525.9 1305.4 
 
Possibility to control the quality factor of the filter without disturbing the pole frequency 
by changing the value of the current gain of the DACA element can be seen in Figure 6.69. 
BP transfer function has been chosen for the presentation. Values of parameter A are halved 
in comparison to the values used for the S-E filter (e. g. 0.125, 0.25, 0.5). A comparison 
of simulated and measured values of the quality factor is given in Table XIII. The values 
of the quality factor obtained from experimental measurement are significantly higher than 
the theoretical values. Also the pole frequency is slightly shifting when the quality factor 
changes. Nevertheless, the experimental measurement of the F-D filter proves the correctness 
and functionality of the proposed filter. 
Table XIII Comparison of obtained values of the quality factor 
 A [-] 
Q [-] 0.125 0.25 0.5 
Calculated 2.83 1.41 0.71 
Simulated 2.87 1.41 0.71 
Measured 3.42 2.02 0.91 
 
 
Figure 6.69 Demonstration of ability to control the quality factor in case of the F-D filter from Fig. 6.63: 
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 simulation (solid lines) and experimental (dashed lines) results when A was set to 0.5 mS, 1 mS, 1.96 mS 
A comparison of the experimental measurement of low-pass, band-pass, high-pass and band-
stop transfer functions of the S-E and F-D filter are shown in Figure 6.70. From the graph can 
be seen that the F-D transfer functions have slightly higher attenuation than in case of the S-E 
functions, which is mainly given by that the values of conductances used in F-D structures 
must be twice the values used in case of S-E structures in order to obtain the same pole 
frequency for both filters. It can be seen that the filters can be suitably used approximately 
up to frequency of 6 MHz because of bandwidth limitations and parasitic characteristics 
of used active elements. Results are also affected by limitations of used converters and 
parasitic capacitances of cables and PCB. Obtained slopes of attenuation of individual transfer 
functions are compared in text above. 
 
Figure 6.70 Comparison of transfer functions high-pass, band-pass, low-pass and band-stop of experimental results:  
the S-E filter from Fig. 6.62 (solid lines) and the F-D filter from Fig. 6.63  (dashed lines) 
Figure 6.71 compares the experimental results of the ability to control the pole frequency 
of the S-E and F-D filter without disturbing the quality factor by changing values 
of transconductances gm1, gm2. Obtained values of measured pole frequencies can 
be compared in Table XIV. The values of transconductances used in the S-E filter (before 
the slash) and the F-D filter (after the slash) are given in the table. The pole frequencies 
of the F-D filter are at lower frequencies closer to calculated values than values obtained from 




Figure 6.71 Comparison of possibility to control the pole frequency when comparing experimental results:  
S-E filter from Fig. 6.62 (solid lines), F-D filter from Fig. 6.63 (dashed lines) 
Table XIV Comparison of obtained values of the pole frequency 
 gm1,2 S-E/ gm1,2 F-D [mS] 
Frequency [kHz] 0.5/1  1/1.96 1.96/3.92 
Calculated 255.8 511.5 1003.0 
Mesured S-E 228.8 456.4 1085.4 
Measured F-D 259.0 525.9 1305.4 
 
The experimental results showing the ability to control the quality factor of the S-E and F-D 
filter  without disturbing the pole frequency by changing the value of the current gain A are 
illustrated in Figure 6.72. Table XV provides a comparison of measured quality factors 
obtained from the S-E and F-D filter. The values of the quality factor obtained from the S-E 
are closer to the theoretical values. The values obtained from the F-D filter are significantly 
higher than the calculated values. Also the pole frequency of the F-D is slightly shifting for 
higher values of the quality factor. 
Table XV Comparison of obtained values of the quality factor 
 A S-E/A F-D [-] 
Q [-] 0.25/0.125 0.5/0.25 1/0.5 
Calculated 2.83 1.41 0.71 
Mesured S-E 3.26 1.39 0.67 





Figure 6.72 Comparison of possibility to adjust the quality factor when comparing experimental results: S-E filter 
from Fig. 6.62 (solid lines), F-D filter from Fig. 6.63 (dashed lines) 
The analysis of this proposal also includes a comparison of the dynamic range of the proposed 
S-E and F-D filter. For this matter, measurement of the DC transfer function of the all-pass S-
E and F-D filter was carried out. This comparison is shown in Figure 6.73. The input DC 
current was set in range from -3 mA to 3 mA with 5 uA step using current source Agilent 
B2902A and multimeters Agilent 34410A. From the graph it can be seen that the dynamic 
range of the F-D filter (from -1.1 mA to 1.3 mA) is significantly greater than the dynamic 
range of the S-E filter (from -0.8 mA to 0.55 mA).  
 
Figure 6.73 Comparison of the dynamic range of proposed S-E and F-D filter (experimental results): S-E filter from 
Fig. 6.62 (blue line), F-D filter from Fig. 6.63 (red line) 
6.9 Multifunctional Filter with Three OTAs and One OTRA 
6.9.1  Filter proposal 
 The proposed filter is a second-order multifunctional current-mode frequency filter 
employing three OTAs and one OTRA. The proposed filter possesses ability to control 
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the pole frequency and the quality factor of the filter without disturbing each other. The pole 
frequency can be electronically controlled by simultaneous change of the values 
of transconductances gm1 and gm2. The quality factor can be electronically controlled 
by transconductance gm3 or/and transresistance RT. The filter provides low-pass and band-pass 
transfer functions. The S-E form of the filter is shown in Figure 6.74. It consists of one 
BOTA, two MOTA and one OTRA elements. The MOTA2 element has been added to the 
circuit structure because the voltage output of the OTRA cannot be directly connected to the 
current input of the filter. That increases the number of active elements used in the circuit 
structure and it would be possible to use one current-input current-output active element 
instead. Nonetheless, used active elements (OTRA, MOTA) are relatively simple circuits 
thus, their use is not so critical to complexity of the whole circuit. Moreover, the quality factor 
of the filter can be controlled by two different parameters (gm3 and RT), so it is possible 
to adjust the quality factor in a wider range without reaching the parameter limitations. 















































Figure 6.74 Single-ended form of the filter with three OTAs and one OTRA:  
a) simplified M-C graph, b) circuit structure 
The S-E form of the filter was transferred into its F-D form by mirroring passive parts around 
active elements. The F-D form of the filter is depicted in Figure 6.75. The filter consists of 
three MOTAs and one OTRA. Floating capacitors were replaced by grounded capacitors the 
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way shown in Figure 6.75 c). These capacitors have double the value of capacitors used in the 
S-E filter. 




mmmTm gggRgCCCD ++= sss  (6.109) 
 
From equation (6.109) can be seen that it is possible to control the pole frequency of the filter 
without disturbing the quality factor by changing values of transconductances gm1 and gm2 
simultaneously. The quality factor can be controlled without disturbing the pole frequency by 












































































Figure 6.75 Fully-differential form of the proposed filter with three OTAs and one OTRA: 
a) simplified M-C graph, b) circuit structure, c) implementation of non-floating capacitors 
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To obtain the same transfer functions for the S-E and F-D filter, the values 
of transconductances gm1, gm2 of the F-D filter must be twice higher than in case of S-E 
transconductances in order to obtain the same pole frequencies. The values 
of transconductance gm3 of the F-D filter must be twice higher than the values used for the S-
E filter and the values of transresistance RT in case of the F-D filter must be 1/4 of the values 
of the S-E filter. However, the values of transresistance RT used for the F-D structure would 
be already rather small. To avoid reaching the parameter limitations, the values of gm3 were 
left unchanged resulting in that the values of RT will decrease only with the ratio 1:2 instead 
of 1:4. 

























=-= -+  (6.113) 
 
From the equation (6.112) and (6.113) can be seen that the proposed filter provides low-pass 
and band-pass transfer functions. Both transfer functions of the S-E and F-D filter can 
be obtained in both polarities. The nominator of each of transfer function corresponds with 
particular term of the denominator, thus, these functions have the unity gain in pass-band area 
regardless the values of transconductances gm1, gm2, gm3 and transresistance RT. 
6.9.2  Simulation and Experimental Results 
 The starting values of passive elements and specific filter parameters for 
the simulations and experimental measurement were selected accordingly: values 
of transconductances gm1, gm2 were set to 0.5 mS (resistors of value 2 kΩ (1 kΩ in case 
of the F-D structure)), capacitors C1 = C2 = 470 pF. Depending on these values 
of transconductances and capacitors, the starting pole frequency equals 169.3 kHz. The staring 
value of the quality factor of the filter was Q = 0.707 (Butterworth approximation). 
The starting value of transconductance gm3 is equal to 1.96 mS (resistor of value 510 Ω was 
used). Transresistance RT was calculated as follows:  ! = 1/( !3")#($1 !2)/($2 !1)= 
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721.36 Ω. Therefore, a resistor of value 680 Ω (340 Ω in case of the F-D structure) has been 
used which results in Q = 0.75. 
A comparison of the simulation and experimental results of LP transfer function of the S-E 
filter when changing the pole frequency is presented in Figure 6.76. The slope of attenuation 
of obtained LP transfer functions is 40 dB per decade and it is slightly steeper in case 
of the experimental results. The biggest difference between the simulation and experimental 
results can be seen at higher frequencies. This difference is given mainly because 
of the bandwidth limitations and parasitic characteristics of used active elements and 
bandwidth limitations of converters etc. That also applies for results of the F-D filter. Values 
of transconductances gm1, gm2 were selected 0.5 mS (2000 Ω), 1 mS (1000 Ω) and 1.96 mS 
(510 Ω). Values of the pole frequencies obtained from the simulations and experimental 
measurement are compared in Table XVI. The simulated values of the quality factor are 
closer to theoretical values nevertheless, the measured results also prove design correctness 
of the proposed S-E filter. 
 
Figure 6.76 Demonstration of ability to control the pole frequency in case of the S-E filter from Fig. 6.74:  
simulation (solid lines) and experimental (dashed lines) results when gm1 and gm2 were set to 0.5 mS, 1 mS, 1.96 mS. 
Table XVI Comparison of obtained values of the pole frequency 
 gm1,2 [mS] 
Frequency [kHz] 0.5 1 1.96 
Calculated 169.3 338.6 677.3 
Simulated 172.8 358.5 796.1 
Measured 143.8 378.6 749.6 
 
The simulation and experimental results of band-pass transfer function of the S-E filter when 
changing the quality factor are shown in Figure 6.77. In this case, the control of the quality 
factor is done through changing values of transconductance gm3 when RT is fixed to value 680 
Ω. The difference between simulation and experimental results at lower frequencies is mainly 
given by that the output-impedances of actual used active elements are not high enough. That 
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also applies for the remaining results. The values of gm3 were set to 0.5 mS (2000 Ω), 1 mS 
(1000 Ω) and 1.96 mS (510 Ω). Table XVII summarizes obtained values of the quality factor 
of the S-E filter. The obtained values of the quality factor are relatively close to the theoretical 
values. 
Table XVII Comparison of obtained values of the quality factor 
 gm3 [ms] 
Q [-] 1.96 1 0.5 
Calculated 0.75 1.47 2.94 
Simulated 0.76 1.47 3.12 
Measured 0.82 1.65 2.92 
 
 
Figure 6.77 Demonstration of ability to control the quality factor in case of the S-E filter from Fig. 6.74: 
 simulation (solid lines) and experimental (dashed lines) results when gm3 was set to 0.5 mS, 1 mS, 1.96 mS 
Figure 6.78 illustrates simulation and experimental results of band-pass transfer function 
of the S-E filter when adjusting the quality factor by changing the values of transresistance RT 
(gm3 is fixed to 1.96 mS). The values of RT were set to 680 Ω, 510 Ω and 330 Ω. The values 
of the quality factor obtained from the simulation and experimental results are compared 
in Table XVIII. The obtained results are in good agreement with the theory. 
 
Figure 6.78 Demonstration of ability to control the quality factor in case of the S-E filter from Fig. 6.74: 
 simulation (solid lines) and experimental (dashed lines) results when RT was set to 680 Ω, 510 Ω, 330 Ω 
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Table XVIII Comparison of obtained values of the quality factor 
 RT [Ω] 
Q [-] 680 510 330 
Calculated 0.75 1.00 1.55 
Simulated 0.74 1.01 1.58 
Measured 0.82 1.06 1.60 
 
Figure 6.79 shows simulation and experimental results of LP transfer function of the F-D 
filter when changing the pole frequency by changing values of transconductances gm1, gm2. 
The slope of attenuation of obtained LP transfer functions is 40 dB per decade and it is 
slightly steeper in case of the experimental results. Transconductances gm1, gm2 were set to 1 
mS (1000 Ω), 1.96 mS (510 Ω) and 3.92 mS (parallel combination of two 510 Ω resistors). 
The obtained values of the pole frequency can be compared in Table XIX. The values 
obtained from simulations are slightly higher than the measured results.  
 
Figure 6.79 Demonstration of ability to control the pole frequency in case of the F-D filter from Fig. 6.75:  
simulation (solid lines) and experimental (dashed lines) results when gm1 and gm2 were set to 1 mS, 1.96 mS, 3.92 mS. 
Table XIX Comparison of obtained values of the pole frequency 
 gm1,2 [ms] 
Frequency [kHz] 1 1.96 3.92 
Calculated 169.3 338.6 677.3 
Simulated 176.8 366.7 796.1 
Measured 153.1 351.1 792.0 
 
Output responses of band-pass transfer function of the F-D filter obtained from 
the simulations and experimental measurement are depicted in Figure 6.80. The control 
of the quality factor is achieved by changing values of transconductance gm3 when RT is fixed 
to value 340 Ω. Used values of transconductance gm3 are 0.5 mS (2000 Ω), 1 mS (1000 Ω) 
and 1.96 mS (510 Ω). A comparison of obtained values of the quality factor can be made from 
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Table XX. It can be seen that the measured values of the quality factor are rather higher than 
the expected values. 
 
Figure 6.80 Demonstration of ability to control the quality factor in case of the F-D filter from Fig. 6.75: 
 simulation (solid lines) and experimental (dashed lines) results when gm3 was set to 0.5 mS, 1 mS, 1.96 mS 
Table XX Comparison of obtained values of the quality factor 
 gm3 [mS] 
Q [-] 1.96 1 0.5 
Calculated 0.75 1.47 2.94 
Simulated 0.74 1.50 3.12 
Measured 1.02 2.04 3.48 
 
Figure 6.81 compares simulation and experimental results of band-pass transfer function 
of the F-D filter when changing the quality factor of the filter by changing values 
of transresistance RT (gm3 is fixed to 1.96 mS). The values of RT were set to 340 Ω (parallel 
combination of two 680 Ω resistors), 255 Ω (parallel combination of two 510 Ω resistors) and 
165 Ω (parallel combination of two 330 Ω resistors). The values of obtained quality factors 
are summarized in Table XXI. The measured values are again higher than the calculated 




Figure 6.81 Demonstration of ability to control the quality factor in case of the F-D filter from Fig. 6.75: 
 simulation (solid lines) and experimental (dashed lines) results when RT was set to 340 Ω, 255 Ω, 165 Ω 
Table XXI Comparison of obtained values of the quality factor 
 RT [Ω] 
Q [-] 340 255 165 
Calculated 0.75 1.00 1.55 
Simulated 0.74 1.01 1.62 
Measured 1.02 1.42 1.91 
 
A comparison experimental results of LP transfer function of the S-E and F-D filter when 
changing the pole frequency by changing values of transconductances gm1, gm2 is given 
in Figure 6.82. Transconductances gm1, gm2 were set to 0.5 mS, 1 mS and 1.96 mS (1 mS, 1.96 
mS and 3.92 mS in case of the F-D structure). The obtained values of the pole frequency can 
be compared in Table XXII. From the table can be seen that the measured values 
of the quality factor of the F-D filter are for lower quality factors closer to the calculated 
values. 
 
Figure 6.82 Comparison of possibility to control the pole frequency when comparing experimental results:  
S-E filter from Fig. 6.74 (solid lines), F-D filter from Fig. 6.75 (dashed lines) 
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Table XXII Comparison of obtained values of the pole frequency 
 gm1,2 S-E/gm1,2 F-D [mS] 
Frequency [kHz] 0.5/1 1/1.96 1.96/3.92 
Calculated 169.3 338.6 677.3 
Measured S- 143.8 378.6 749.6 
Measured F-D 153.1 351.1 792.0 
 
Figure 6.83 illustrates a comparison of the experimental results of band-pass transfer function 
of the S-E and F-D filter. Transconductances gm1, gm2 were set to 0.5 mS, 1 mS and 1.96 mS 
in both cases when RT was 680 Ω in case of the S-E filter and 340 Ω for the F-D filter. Table 
XXIII compares values of measured quality factors of the S-E and F-D filter. By comparison 
it can be seen that the values of the F-D filter are rather higher than the expected values. 
 
Figure 6.83 Comparison of possibility to control the quality factor when comparing experimental results:  
S-E filter from Fig. 6.74 (solid lines), F-D filter from Fig. 6.75 (dashed lines) when gm3 was set to 0.5 mS, 1 mS, 1.96 mS 
Table XXIII Comparison of obtained values of the quality factor 
 gm3 S-E/gm3 F-D [mS] 
Q [-] 1.96 1 0.5 
Calculated 0.75 1.47 2.94 
Measured S-E 0.82 1.65 2.92 
Measured F-D 1.02 2.04 3.48 
 
The experimental results of band-pass transfer function of the S-E and F-D filter are 
compared in Figure 6.84. The values of RT when changing the quality factor of the S-E filter 
were set to 680 Ω, 510 Ω and 330 Ω and the values of resistors used for the F-D filter were 
340 Ω (parallel combination of two 680 Ω resistors), 255 Ω (parallel combination of two 510 
Ω resistors) and 165 Ω (parallel combination of two 330 Ω resistors). Obtained values 
of the quality factor are summarized in Table XXIV. Even in this case, the values of the S-E 




Figure 6.84 Comparison of possibility to control the quality factor when comparing experimental results:  
S-E filter from Fig. 6.74 (solid lines), F-D filter from Fig. 6.75 (dashed lines) 
Table XXIV Comparison of obtained values of the quality factor 
 RT S-E/ RT F-D [Ω] 
Q [-] 680/340 510/255 330/165 
Calculated 0.75 1.00 1.55 
Measured S-E 0.82 1.06 1.60 
Measured F-D 1.02 1.42 1.91 
 
6.9.3  Parasitic Analysis 
 The analysis of the proposed S-E and F-D filter also includes their parasitic analysis 
with input and output characteristics of used active elements. Figure 6.85 and Figure 6.86 
show the proposed S-E and F-D filter with significant parasitic admittances (YP1-YP4 and YS1-
YS2). As stated before all parasitic admittances of the F-D filter are the same as in case of the 
S-E filter. Since we consider that individual inputs and outputs of each used active element 
have very similar characteristics, admittances  of  both positive and negative branch of the F-
D filter are calculated the same way. Characteristic input and output parameters of the OTA 
element are RIN OTA  1 GΩ, CIN OTA  1 pF, ROUT OTA  200 kΩ and COUT OTA  0.6 pF [19]. 
Characteristic input and output parameters of the OTRA element are RIN OTRA  1 Ω, CIN OTRA 
  2 pF, ROUT OTRA   2 Ω and COUT OTRA   2 pF. As mentioned before capacitances 
of individual pins of the active elements (approximately 1 pF each) are not included because 
all circuit is meant to be in its final implementation in the integrated form. Individual inputs 



































Figure 6.85 S-E filter from Figure 6.74 with depicted parasitic admittances 







































































































Figure 6.86 F-D filter from Figure 6.75 with depicted parasitic admittances 
The most significant parasitic characteristic is admittance YP2. The influence of serial 
admittances is minimal. The biggest influence of parallel parasitic capacitances is caused 
by CP1 and CP2 which cause a frequency shift because they are added to capacitances C1 and 
C2. 
Figure 6.87 shows band-pass transfer function of the S-E filter for selected values of RP2 (10 
kΩ, 50 kΩ, 100 kΩ, 200 kΩ, 500 kΩ,) when the value of CP2 was 1.6 pF. Smaller values 
of RP2 decrease the attenuation of the BP transfer function in the stop band at lower 
frequencies. The influence of  parameter CP2 (1 pF, 10 pF, 50 pF, 100 pF and 200 pF) when 
RP2 equals 200 kΩ on LP transfer function of the S-E filter is presented in Figure 6.88. Higher 




Figure 6.87 Influence of RP2 parasitic characteristic on BP response of the S-E filter when CP2 was 1.6 pF  
 
Figure 6.88 Influence of CP2 parasitic characteristic on LP response of the S-E filter when RP2 was 200 kΩ 
Figure 6.89 illustrates the influence of RP2 on BP transfer function of the F-D filter when 
Figure 6.90 shows the influence of CP2 on LP transfer function of the F-D filter. It can be seen 
that the influence of parasitic parameters is slightly less significant than in case of the S-E 
filter. In case of the influence of CP2 it is because the capacitors C1, C2 have twice the value 




Figure 6.89 Influence of RP2 parasitic characteristic on BP response of the F-D filter when CP2 was 1.6 pF 
 
Figure 6.90 Influence of CP2 parasitic characteristic on LP response of the F-D filter when RP2 was 200 kΩ 
6.10 Universal Filter with Three OTAs, One CF and One OTRA 
6.10.1 Filter proposal 
 The last proposed filter of this chapter is based on the proposal from chapter 6.9. 
The circuit structure from chapter 6.9 has been complemented by one additional CF element, 
so the filter can provide all standard transfer functions and behaves as universal. It is still 
possible to electronically control the pole frequency and quality factor of the filter without 
disturbing each other. The proposed filter is shown in Figure 6.91. It employs one BOTA, two 
MOTAs one MO-CF and one OTRA.I have published the proposal in this chapter in [141]. 
The F-D form of the proposed filter can be seen in Figure 6.92. It was created by mirroring 
passive parts around active elements. It consists of three MOTAs, one fully-differential 
OTRA and one FD-CF. In case of implementation, the floating capacitors are replaced 
by grounded capacitors as it is shown in Figure 6.92 c). The values of these capacitors must 




















































Figure 6.91 Single-ended form of the proposed filter with three OTAs, one CF and one OTRA:  
a) simplified M-C graph, b) circuit structure 
The denominator for all transfer functions is given by: 
.)( 2131221
2
mmTmm ggRggCCCD ++= sss  (6.120) 
 
From equation (6.120) is obvious that it is possible to control the pole frequency of the filter 
without disturbing the quality factor by changing values of transconductances gm1, gm2 when 
gm1 = gm2. It is also possible to control the quality factor of the filter without disturbing 
the pole frequency by changing values of transconductance gm3 or/and transresistance RT. 

















































































































Figure 6.92 Fully-differential form of the proposed filter with three OTAs, one CF and one OTRA: 
a) simplified M-C graph, b) circuit structure, c) implementation of non-floating capacitors 
In order to obtain the same pole frequency of particular transfer functions for the F-D form 
of filter, transconductances gm1 gm2 must be twice higher than transconductances used for the 
S-E filter. To obtain the same quality factor of the filter for both S-E and F-D filter, values 
of transconductance gm3 used in case of the F-D filter must be twice the values of the S-E 
filter. The values of transresistance RT of the F-D filter must be four times lower. 

























































































The equation (6.123) up to (6.127) prove that the proposed filter is universal because 
it provides all standard transfer functions. All transfer functions correspond with particular 
term of the denominator and they have the unity gain in pass band area regardless values 
of transconductances gm1 and gm2 gm3 and transresistance RT. Also, all transfer functions can 
be obtained for both polarities. 
6.10.2 Simulation and Experimental Results 
In this particular case, the F-D form of the filter was not implemented. Therefore, 
the simulation and experimental results were carried out to verify appropriate function of the S-E 
proposed filter only.  
Values of the specific filter parameters and passive parts for the PSpice simulations and 
experimental measurements have been stated accordingly: the starting pole frequency 
f0 = 500 kHz, the starting value of the quality factor Q = 0.707 (Butterworth approximation), 
values of capacitors were chosen to be C1 = 470 pF and C2 = 47 pF. The values 
of the capacitances were set like this in order to acquire the same value of transconductance 
gm1, gm2, so it is easier to control the pole frequency of the filter. The values 
of transconductances gm1 and gm2 were calculated accordingly:  !1.2 = 2 !0"#1#2 = 0.467 
mS. Thus, resistors of value of 2 kΩ which corresponds with transconductances of value 0.5 
mS were selected. The starting pole frequency is then equal to 535.4 kHz. The starting value 
of transresistance RT is equal to 510 Ω. Only transconductance gm3 remains to be determined. 
This parameter is calculated as follows: $%3 = 1/(&'()"($%2#1)/($%1#2)  = 8.77 mS 
which is approximately 114 Ω. Therefore, a resistor of value 110 Ω has been used. 
Recalculated quality factor for these values is 0.682. 
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Figure 6.93 shows the simulation and experimental results of low-pass, band-pass, high-pass 
and band-stop transfer functions of the S-E filter. High-pass transfer functions (blue lines) 
have the slope of attenuation of 38 dB per decade, band-pass functions (red lines) have 19 dB 
per decade and in case of low-pass transfer functions it is 40 dB per decade. The biggest 
attenuation of the band-stop function is -27 dB in case of the simulated results and -35 dB for 
the measured results. The slope of attenuation of independent transfer functions is almost 
the same for both simulation and measurement of the S-E filter. The measured results are 
affected mostly by input/output impedances (they are not low/high enough) of the active 
elements in the structure. The output impedance of the BOTA is the most dominant parasitic 
element mainly at lower frequencies because it is connected to node with C2. Internal node 
of the OTRA with RT connected also significantly affects measured results at higher 
frequencies because output impedance of the first stage (CCII) is not high enough with 
respect to RT values. The results are also affected by bandwidth limitations of used converters 
and parasitic capacitances of cables and PCB. That applies for all presented results. 
 
Figure 6.93 Comparison of transfer functions high-pass, band-pass, low-pass and band-stop of the S-E proposed filter 
from Fig. 6.91: simulation (solid lines) and experimental results (dashed lines) 
The ability to control the pole frequency of the S-E filter is illustrated in Figure 6.94. LP 
transfer function was chosen as the example. The values of transconductances gm1 and gm2 
were chosen 0.256 mS (3900 Ω), 0.5 mS (2000 Ω), 1 mS (1000 Ω). Table XXV summarizes 
values of simulated and measured pole frequencies. The values of pole frequencies obtained 
from simulations are closer to the theoretical values. 
Table XXV Comparison of obtained values of the pole frequency 
 gm1,2 [mS] 
Frequency [kHz] 0.256 0.5 1 
Calculated 274.6 535.4 1070.8 
Simulated 232.2 464.2 1140.2 





Figure 6.94 Demonstration of ability to control the pole frequency in case of the S-E filter from Fig. 6.91:  
simulation (solid lines) and experimental (dashed lines) results when gm1 and gm2 were set to 0.256 mS, 0.5 mS, 1 mS. 
The simulation and experimental results of the ability to control the quality factor of the filter 
by changing the values of transconductance gm3 are shown in Figure 6.95. BP transfer 
function was chosen for the illustration.  The values of transconductance gm3 were 9.09 mS 
(110 Ω), 4.55 mS (220 Ω) and 2.33 mS (430 Ω). The values of transresistance RT is fixed to 
510 Ω. Obtained values of the quality factor are included in Table XXVI. The measured 
results show slightly lower values of the quality factor than values obtained from simulations. 
Table XXVI Comparison of obtained values of the quality factor 
 gm3 [mS] 
Q [-] 9.09 4.55 2.33 
Calculated 0.68 1.36 2.67 
Simulated 0.50 1.37 3.22 
Measured 0.47 1.10 2.83 
 
 
Figure 6.95 Demonstration of ability to control the quality factor in case of the S-E filter from Fig. 6.91: 
 simulation (solid lines) and experimental (dashed lines) results when gm3 was set to 2.33 mS, 4.55 mS, 9.09 mS 
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Figure 6.96 illustrates the simulation and experimental results of band-pass transfer function 
of the S-E filter when adjusting the quality factor by changing values of transresistance RT 
(gm3 is fixed to 9.09 mS). The values of RT were 510 Ω, 255 Ω (parallel combination of two 
510 Ω resistors) and 120 Ω. Table XXVII compares obtained values of the quality factor 
of the filter. It can be seen that the simulation results are closer to the theory for lower values 
of the quality factor. 
 
Figure 6.96 Demonstration of ability to control the quality factor in case of the S-E filter from Fig. 6.91: 
 simulation (solid lines) and experimental (dashed lines) results when RT was set to 510 Ω, 255 Ω, 120 Ω 
Table XXVII Comparison of obtained values of the quality factor 
 RT [Ω] 
Q [-] 510 255 120 
Calculated 0.68 1.36 2.90 
Simulated 0.50 1.35 3.60 
Measured 0.47 1.24 2.77 
 
6.11 Concluding Summary of the Chapter  
In this chapter, eight proposed second-order current-mode filtering structures in their S-E and 
also F-D form using CFs and OTAs as basic building blocks have been presented. Four 
proposals are supported by simulations and the rest four proposals are supported 
by simulations and also by experimental measurement of implemented filters. The first 
proposed S-E and F-D filter is supported by simulations and complemented with 
the sensitivity analysis of both S-E and F-D filter. The second S-E and F-D filter is supported 
by simulations. Simulations and parasitic analysis were carried out in case of the S-E and F-D 
filter from chapter 6.4. The next proposal contains simulations and sensitivity analysis of the 
S-E and F-D filter. The design correctness and functionality of the S-E and F-D filter from 
chapter 6.6 and 6.8 are proved by simulations and also experimental measurement. Chapter 
6.9 contains simulations, experimental results and parasitic analysis of the S-E and F-D 
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proposed filter. The last presented filter is supported by simulations and experimental 
measurement of the S-E filter. 
When comparing the S-E and F-D structures, the transfer functions of the F-D filters have 
a slightly steeper slope of attenuation than the S-E filters. This is given mainly because 
of halved values of resistors of the F-D structures in comparison to the S-E structures. From 
the schemes it is obvious that the F-D filters have a more complex circuit structure. From 
tables it can be seen that obtained pole frequencies of the F-D filters are usually closer 
to the theoretical values and the quality factors of F-D structures are closer to the theoretical 
values when the  quality factors of F-D transfer functions are usually higher.  
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7 Proposal of Fractional-Order Filters 
 The proposed filters in this chapter were simulated using the transistor-level 
simulation models presented in chapter 5. Simulation models of all used active elements are 
implemented with 0.18 µm CMOS technology and the supply voltage for all these models is 
±1 V. 
7.1 (1+α)-Order Low-Pass Filter with Three MO-CFs and Five ACAs  
7.1.1  Filter proposal  
The proposed filter is a fractional (1+α)-order low-pass filter with Butterworth characteristics 
using multi-output current followers and adjustable current amplifiers. The second-order 
approximation of Laplacian operator was used to propose the filter. The filter possesses 
ability to electronically control its order and also the pole frequency. It is based on Follow-
the-Leader Feedback topology. It would be also possible to obtain high-pass transfer function 
by adding one MO-CF at the beginning of the circuit structure. Note that all parameters would 
have to be recalculated to obtain high-pass function. The section presents only the F-D 
fractional-order filter which is based on the previously presented S-E fractional-order filter 
from [142]. The description of the S-E filter and all made design steps are included only 
because of a comparison with the F-D structure and due to the fact that the reader can 
understand how the  proposal of this filter in its S-E form was made. 















s  (7.1) 
 
where 
,11 =k  (7.2) 
 
,3324.0161.00683.1 22 ++= aak  (7.3) 
 
.71216.02937.03 += ak  (7.4) 
 
Coefficients k1, k2 and k3 are used in order to shape the pass band region while keeping 
the desired fractional-order slope of attenuation of the stop band region [117]. 
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Using the second-order approximation of fractional Laplacian operator, a (1+α)-order low-










































































Using the transfer function given in (7.5), it is possible to create a block diagram 
of a fractional-order low-pass filter. Figure 7.1 illustrates a resulting block diagram of given 








































Figure 7.2 Initial circuit structure of the proposed S-E (1 + α)-order low-pass filter 






























The values of G and τ parameters can be determined when comparing particular terms 
of equations (7.5) and (7.8). These values then define transfers of individual branches of 
the proposed filter. 
The circuit structure of the fractional (1+α)-order low-pass filter can be then designed based 
on the block diagram in Figure 7.1. The designed S-E filter constructed by three MO-CF 
elements with designated transfers of individual branches (from n11 to n32) is shown in Figure 
7.2. 
Transfers  (n11 to n32) can be calculated the same way as parameters G and τ. These transfers 
then determine the resulting order of the transfer function. 





















































Figure 7.3 Modified circuit structure of the S-E proposed (1 + α)-order low-pass filter 
There are multiple ways how to set transfers of individual branches of the proposed filter, for 
example, by combination of resistors of specific values using current dividers (when the value 
of each transfer is smaller than 1), or different types of current amplifiers (if we do not want 
to be restricted by values smaller than 1 and consequently, being restricted in values of orders 
and pole frequencies which can be obtained). As it is obvious from equations (7.10) and 
(7.11) it would be necessary to use eight current amplifiers for this particular design. 
Therefore, the calculation of the transfers has been made that way so some transfers (n11 with 
n13, n21 with n22 and n31 with n32, respectively) have the same value and can be combined 
in order to decrease number of active elements in the final circuit structure. This modified 
circuit structure of the proposed filter is presented in Figure 7.3. It consists of three MO-CFs, 
three resistors, three grounded capacitors and five ACAs.  
The F-D form of the proposed (1 + α)-order low-pass filter is shown in Figure 7.4. It consists 
of three FD-CFs and five ACAs. It was created from the S-E structure by mirroring passive 
parts. The values of current gains B of the F-D filter must be a half of the values used for the 
S-E filter. The F-D filter was proposed with grounder capacitors which must have twice 
the value of capacitors used in the S-E filter. The values of parameters G1, G2 and G3 are also 

















































Figure 7.4 Circuit structure of the F-D proposed (1 + α)-order low-pass filter 
7.1.2  Simulation results 
To verify functionality of the proposed S-E and F-D filter, Pspice simulations using transistor-
level models described in chapter 5 were carried out. Selected starting values of passive parts 
and parameters of the filter were set as follows: the starting pole frequency equals 100 kHz, 
default order 1.5 (α = 0.5), values of resistors R1 = R2 = R3 = 2 kΩ and capacitors C1 = 75 pF, 
C2 = 43 pF and C3 = 390 pF. 
The proposed filter possesses ability to electronically control its order by changing values 
of transfers n11 to n32. This ability was tested for three different values of parameter α (0.2, 
0.5, 0.8). Table XXVIII summarizes values of used passive parts and calculated values 
of transfers n11 to n32 for selected values of parameter α.  
Table XXVIII Used values of passive parts and transfers n11-n32 for selected values of parameter α 
α [-] 0.2 0.5 0.8 
C1 [pF] 75 
C3 [pF] 43 
C3 [pF] 390 
R1 = R2 = R3 [kΩ] 2 
n11 = n13 [-] 0.0483 0.0177 0.0042 
n12 [-] 0.3387 0.2500 0.2234 
n21 = n22 [-] 0.3799 0.8300 3.0248 
n23 [-] 0.2794 0.5080 1.4217 
n31 = n32 [-] 0.1121 0.1398 0.1628 
 
Figure 7.5 shows a comparison of the simulation results of the S-E filter and the theory for 
these chosen values. The values of passive parts and transfers n11-n32 were taken from Table 
XXVIII. Theoretical values of the slope of attenuation (dashed lines) for chosen values 
of α and values of the slope of attenuation obtained from simulations (solid lines) 
corresponding with these chosen values of parameter α are compared in Table XXIX. From 
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the table it is obvious that the values of the slope of attenuation obtained from simulations are 
in good agreement with the theory except the value for order 1.8 where the slope 
of attenuation was steeper than the theoretical expectations. That is mainly given by already 
too small value of transfer n11, n13 respectively. Nonetheless, the simulation results confirm 
the proper design of the S-E  (1 + α)-order low-pass filter. 
Table XXIX Theoretical and simulated values of the slope of attenuation of the proposed S-E filter 
α [-] 0.2 0.5 0.8 
Theoretical slope of attenuation [dB/dec] 24.0 30.0 36.0 
Simulated slope of attenuation [dB/dec] 23.8 29.4 37.9 
 
 
Figure 7.5 Comparison of theoretical and simulated S-E transfer functions when α was set to 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8 
A comparison of simulation results of the S-E and F-D filter when changing its order is 
depicted in Figure 7.6. The values of parameter α were set as stated above. The obtained 
slopes of attenuation of the transfer function of the S-E and F-D filter for these chosen values 
are summarized in Table XXX. The values of the slope of attenuation of the F-D are almost 
the same as values obtained from the S-E filter. 
 
Figure 7.6 Comparison of simulated transfer functions of the S-E filter from Fig. 7.3 (solid lines) and the F-D filter 
from Fig. 7.4 (dashed lines) when α was set to 0.2, 0.5, and 0.8 
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Table XXX Comparison of obtained slopes of attenuation 
α [-] 0.2 0.5 0.8 
Simulated slope of attenuation S-E [dB/dec] 23.8 29.4 37.9 
Simulated slope of attenuation F-D [dB/dec] 23.1 29.9 37.6 
 
Figure 7.7 compares simulation results of the S-E and F-D filter when changing the pole 
frequency. The pole frequency of the S-E and F-D filter can be either controlled electronically 
by changing values of transfers n11-n32, or it can be controlled by changing values of passive 
parts. Ability to control the pole frequency electronically was chosen for the illustration since 
the electronic control is more advantageous. The selected values of the pole frequency are 
50 kHz, 100 kHz and 200 kHz when the order of the filter is fixed to 1.5 (α = 0.5). The used 
values of passive parts and transfers n11 to n32 are stated in Table XXXI. Obtained values 
of the pole frequency are compared in Table XXXII. From the table can be seen that 
the obtained values of the pole frequency are close to the theoretical values. 
 
Figure 7.7 Comparison of ability to control the pole frequency of the S-E filter from Fig. 7.3 (solid lines) and the F-D 
filter  from Fig. 7.4 (dashed lines) 
Table XXXI Used values of passive parts and transfers n11-n32 for selected values of f0 
f0 [kHz] 50 100 200 
C1 [pF] 75 
C2 [pF] 43 
C3 [pF] 390 
R1 = R2 = R3 [kΩ] 2 
n11 = n13 [-] 0.0089 0.0177 0.0354 
n12 [-] 0.1250 0.2500 0.5000 
n21 = n22 [-] 0.4150 0.8300 1.6600 
n23 [-] 0.2540 0.5080 1.0160 




Table XXXII Comparison of obtained pole frequencies 
f0 [kHz] 50 100 200 
Simulated pole frequency S-E [kHz 55.3 102.3 193.7 
Simulated pole frequency F-D [kHz] 57.9 109.6 198.2 
 
7.2 (1+α)-Order Low-Pass Filter with Three OTAs Two ACAs and One 
CF 
7.2.1  Filter proposal  
The proposal is focused on the design of a S-E and F-D (1+α)-order low-pass filter with 
Butterworth characteristics which employs three OTAs two ACAs and one CF. I present this 
research in [143]. The proposed filter is based on Inverse Follow-the-Leader Feedback 
topology. The initial design procedure of this filter is the same as for the filter in chapter 7.1 
(all the way from equation (7.1) to equation (7.7)). A possible block diagram of a (1+α)-order 

















Figure 7.8 Block diagram of the third-order IFLF topology filter leading to (1 + α)-order low-pass filter 


























OUT  (7.12) 
 
The values of B and τ parameters can be determined when comparing particular terms 
of equations (7.5) and (7.12). 
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Figure 7.9 shows the circuit structure of the fractional (1+α)-order low-pass filter which is 
based on the block diagram from Figure 7.8. It consists of two OTAs, two ACAs, one MOTA 
and one MO-CF. Thus, the proposed filter contains of six active elements. It would 
be possible to reduce the number of active elements by two in case the parameters B1 and B2 
were set solely passively (by current dividers), however that would narrow the range 
of the adjustability of these parameters and also it would not be possible to control order 



























Figure 7.9 Single-ended form of the proposed S-E (1 + α)-order low-pass filter 
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The F-D form of the proposed (1 + α)-order low-pass filter is presented in Figure 7.10. The F-
D filter was created from the S-E filter by mirroring of passive parts. It consists of two 
BOTAs, one MOTA, two ACAs and one FD-CF. The values of current gains B of the F-D 
filter must be half of the values used for the S-E filter. The F-D filter is proposed with 
grounded capacitors instead of floating ones. These capacitors must have twice the value of 



































Figure 7.10 Fully-differential form of the proposed (1 + α)-order low-pass filter 
7.2.2 Simulation results 
 Pspice simulations of the S-E and F-D filter were performed using transistor-level 
models described in chapter 5. The values of passive and active elements were selected 
accordingly: capacitors C1 = 820 pF, C2 = C3 = 560 pF, the starting pole frequency is equal 
to 100 kHz, starting value of the filter order is 1.5 (α = 0.5), transconductances gm1 = 146 µS, 
gm2 = 376 µS, gm3 = 934 µS and current gains B1 = 0.6 and B2 = 0.068. 
The proposed S-E and F-D filter possesses ability to electronically control the order 
of the filter by changing values of transconductances gm1, gm2, gm3 and transfers B1 and B2. 
This ability was simulated for five values of parameter α (0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9). Calculated 
values of passive and active elements for chosen values of parameter α are given in Table 
XXXIV. 
Table XXXIII Used values of passive and active elements for selected values of parameter α 
α [-] 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 
C1 [pF] 820 
C2 = C3 [pF] 560 
gm1 [µS] 112 133 147 174 210 
gm2 [µS] 340 370 370 417 417 
gm3 [µS] 1499 1181 909 909 954 
B1 [-] 0.76 0.7 0.61 0.515 0.428 




Figure 7.11 shows a comparison of the simulation results of the S-E and F-D filter when 
changing its order. The values of passive and active elements used for the simulations are 
summarized in Table XXXIII. The obtained slopes of attenuation of the transfer function 
of the S-E and F-D filter for selected values of parameter α can be compared in Table 
XXXIV. The values of the slope of attenuation of the F-D filter are closer to the theoretical 
values. 
Table XXXIV Comparison of obtained slopes of attenuation 
α [-] 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 
Theoretical slope of attenuation [dB/dec] 22.0 26.0 30.0 34.0 38.0 
Simulated slope of attenuation S-E [dB/dec] 20.8 25.5 30.2 34.5 36.6 
Simulated slope of attenuation F-D [dB/dec] 21.2 26.0 30.6 34.4 37.0 
 
 
Figure 7.11 Comparison of simulated transfer functions of the S-E filter from Fig. 7.9 (solid lines) and the F-D filter 
from Fig. 7.10 (dashed lines) when α was set to 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9 
A comparison of phase responses of the transfer functions from Figure 7.11 are illustrated 
in Figure 7.12. It can be seen that the phase responses correspond with the particular order. 
For example, the phase response of 1.1 order ends slightly above 90 degrees, or the phase 
response of 1.3 order is getting close to 117 degrees etc. 
A comparison of the simulation results of the S-E and F-D filter when changing the pole 
frequency can be seen in Figure 7.13.  The values of the pole frequency selected for the 
illustration are 50 kHz, 75 kHz, 100 kHz, 150 kHz and 200 kHz when the order of the filter is 
fixed to 1.5 (α = 0.5). The used values of passive and active elements are stated in Table 
XXXV. Obtained values of the pole frequency are compared in Table XXXVI. The obtained 
pole frequencies of the F-D filter are closer to the theoretical values. The values of the pole 
frequency of the F-D filter are slightly above the theoretical values when the values of the S-E 




Figure 7.12 Comparison of phase responses of the S-E filter from Fig. 7.9 (solid lines) and the F-D filter from Fig. 7.10 
(dashed lines) when controlling the order 
 
Figure 7.13 Comparison of ability to control the pole frequency of the S-E filter from Fig. 7.9 (solid lines) and the F-D 
filter from Fig. 7.10 (dashed lines) 
Table XXXV Used values of passive parts and transfers n11-n32 for selected values of f0 
f0 [kHz] 50 75 100 150 200 
C1 [pF] 820 
C2 = C3 [pF] 560 
gm1 [µS] 74 110 147 220 294 
gm2 [µS] 182 278 370 556 769 
gm3 [µS] 465 667 909 1333 1818 
B1 [-] 0.61 
B2 [-] 0.07 
 
Table XXXVI Comparison of obtained pole frequencies 
f0 [kHz] 50 75 100 150 200 
Simulated slope of attenuation S-E [dB/dec] 47.8 71.5 90.9 132.0 165.7 




Figure 7.14 shows phase responses corresponding with the transfer functions from Figure 
7.13. Bigger differences between the responses of the S-E and F-D filter can be seen at higher 
frequencies. 
 
Figure 7.14 Comparison of phase responses of the S-E filter from Fig. 7.9 (solid lines) and the F-D filter from Fig. 7.10 
(dashed lines) when controlling the pole frequency 
7.3 Concluding Summary of the Chapter 
This chapter includes two structures of a fractional-order LP frequency filters. The first filter 
is proposed in its F-D form based on the previously proposed fractional-order filter. 
The second filter is proposed in the S-E and F-D variant. The filters are proposed with CFs, 
OTAs and ACAs as active elements. Both filters posses ability to electronically control their 
order and pole frequency. The simulation results were obtained using transistor-level 
simulation models of used active elements. 
The obtained results confirm the possibility to propose this type of filters in their F-D form. 
Furthermore, the obtained results of F-D structures show that both pole frequencies and orders 
of the F-D filters are closer to the theoretical values than in case of the S-E filters. 
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8 Modified Design Method 
 This chapter presents a modified version of the horizontal structures transformation 
method described in chapter 1. This modified design method is intended for frequency filters 
using current followers as basic building blocks. An adjustment of the method so it is suitable 
for filters employing OTAs can be easily made. To transform for example a partial structure 
from Figure 8.1 a) into a corresponding F-D structure using the transformation of horizontal 
structures, the passive components placed in the horizontal branches of the circuit are being 
mirrored. In this case it means the resistor (conductance G) is mirrored around the CF. 
As mentioned before if the horizontal components are resistors, the values of these resistors 
of a resulting F-D circuit have half the value (that is 2G if the resistors are denoted 
as conductances) of the resistors of the S-E circuit when the values and positions of vertical 
components (capacitor C) stay unchanged as shown in Figure 8.1 b). The disadvantage of this 
method is that originally grounded capacitor C turns into a floating capacitor which is not 
suitable for implementation and integrability of such a circuit. Therefore, the next logical step 
of the transformation into the F-D structure is to replace the floating capacitor by grounded 
capacitors (one for each branch of the F-D structure) as used in case of implementation 
of proposed filters in chapters 6.6, 6.8, 6.9 and 6.10 and as demonstrated in Figure 8.1 c). This 
is one additional step of the design which must be taken into consideration. The values of 
these capacitors are twice as high as used values of capacitors of the S-E structure. Note that 
we have ended up with doubled values of conductances and capacitances to compensate the 
F-D transfer function in comparison to the initial values of passive components of the S-E 
structure. Thus the slope of attenuation of individual transfer functions of the F-D structure is 
going to be slightly steeper because of lower values of resistors used for the S-E and F-D 
structures. In case of a comparison of S-E and F-D structures when this approach is used we 
are actually trying to compare a slightly different transfer functions and consequently receive 


















Figure 8.1 Design steps: a) initial S-E structure, b) the F-D structure created by the transformation of horizontal 
structures, c) the F-D structure with grounded capacitors 
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When using the transformation of horizontal structures, the values of the mirrored resistors 
of the F-D structure must have halved values to compensate the pole frequency of the F-D. 
Then again when splitting the floating capacitor into two grounded ones, the values of these 
capacitors need to be adjusted due to halved values of resistors of the F-D structure 
in comparison to the S-E structure so the pole frequency of the resulting F-D transfer function 
stays the same as the pole frequency of the S-E function. The modified transformation method 
takes these facts into consideration. The modified method is considering the grounded 
capacitors of the F-D structure right from the beginning and thus, the values of resistors and 
capacitors of the F-D structure can stay the same as values of passive elements of the S-E 
structure. Figure 8.2 illustrates the transformation of the same S-E structure from Figure 8.1 
using the modified method. The transformation consists of one step when the resulting F-D 
structure in Figure 8.2 b) already contains the grounded capacitors and all passive components 
have the same values as the passive components of the S-E structure. This way, it is possible 
that the slope of attenuation of the F-D transfer functions is more like the slope of attenuation 
of the S-E transfer functions than it is in case of the original transformation of horizontal 
structures as shown later. The modified method was tested in case of ten simulated filters and 
six implemented filters and in each case proved to be more suitable for the design of F-D 














Figure 8.2 Design steps: a) initial S-E structure, b) the F-D structure created by the modified design method 
That the transfer function of the F-D structure from Figure 8.1 c) created based on the 
horizontal structures transformation method and the F-D structure from Figure 8.2 b) based on 
the modified method is the same is supported mathematically using M-C graphs. Figure 8.3 
depicts simplified M-C graphs of the F-D structure from Figure 8.1 c) and the F-D structure 

































Figure 8.3 Simplified M-C graph: a) of the F-D structure from Figure 8.1 c), b) of the F-D structure from Figure 8.2 
b) 

















The numerator of the corresponding F-D structure (when taking the response from the outputs 
of the  FD-CF) is: 
.44)( 2GCGN += ss  (8.2) 
 
As can be seen all terms of the denominator and numerator contain "4" which will cancel each 












=  (8.3) 
 
The denominator of the simplified M-C graph of the F-D structure from Figure 8.2 b) shown 



















The numerator of the corresponding F-D structure (when taking the response from the outputs 
of the  FD-CF) is: 
.)( 2GCGN += ss  (8.5) 
 












=  (8.6) 
 
It can be seen that the transfers of the F-D structure from Figure 8.1 c) created using 
the horizontal structures transformation method and the F-D structure from Figure 8.2 b) 
based on the modified method presented in the equations (8.3) and (8.6) are identical and 
the modified design method can be used instead of the transformation of horizontal structures 
without any change in the transfer of the resulting F-D structure. 
Figure 8.4 shows a comparison of the simulations of BP transfer function of the filter from 
chapter 6.2. The values of passive elements and filter parameters were the same as stated 
in chapter 6.2. The S-E transfer function is presented by blue line, the transfer function 
of the F-D structure created by the transformation of horizontal structures (conductances 
of the S-E filter were replaced by 2G) when the F-D structures contains floating capacitors 
as show in Figure 8.1 b) is represented by green line, the function of the same structure with 
grounded capacitors (having the twice the value of the floating capacitors) is presented 
by cyan line, the red line represents the transfer function obtained when using the modified 
design method. From the graph can be seen that the function obtained when using 
the modified design method better follows the S-E transfer function. Also the attenuation 
of the this transfer function at lower frequencies is better than in case of the transfer function 




Figure 8.4 Comparison of simulated BP function of the proposed filter from chapter 6.2: S-E transfer function (blue 
line), F-D function obtained after the transformation of horizontal structures with floating capacitors (green line),  F-
D function obtained after the transformation of horizontal structures with grounded capacitors (cyan line), F-D 
function obtained using the modified method (red line) 
Figure 8.5 compares the DC function of obtained BP transfer functions from Figure 8.4. The 
DC function of the BP transfer function of the F-D filter created using the modified method 
better follows the DC function of the S-E BP function. Also the linearity of this DC function 
is greater than in case of other two F-D structures. 
 
Figure 8.5 Comparison of simulated DC function of BP function of the proposed filter from chapter 6.2: S-E transfer 
function (blue line), F-D function obtained after the transformation of horizontal structures with floating capacitors 
(green line),  F-D function obtained after the transformation of horizontal structures with grounded capacitors (cyan 
line), F-D function obtained using the modified method (red line) 
A comparison of the simulation results of HP transfer function of the proposed filter from 
chapter 6.4 is depicted in Figure 8.6. The values of passive elements and specific filter 
parameters correspond with those used in chapter 6.4. The representation of individual 
transfer functions is the same as for Figure 8.4. It can be seen that the F-D transfer function 
obtained when using the modified method can better follow the S-E transfer function and 




Figure 8.6 Comparison of simulated HP function of the proposed filter from chapter 6.4: S-E transfer function (blue 
line), F-D function obtained after the transformation of horizontal structures with floating capacitors (green line),  F-
D function obtained after the transformation of horizontal structures with grounded capacitors (cyan line), F-D 
function obtained using the modified method (red line) 
Figure 8.7 compares the simulation results of LP transfer function of the proposed filter from 
chapter 6.6.  The values of passive elements and specific filter parameters have the same 
values as stated in chapter 6.6. The transfer functions are represented the same way as in case 
of Figure 8.4 and Figure 8.6. By comparison, the transfer function obtained from the F-D 
structure created by the modified method has slightly lower attenuation at higher frequencies 
that the transfer function from the F-D structure when using the transformation of the 
horizontal structures, but it is more consistent with the slope of attenuation of the S-E transfer 
function. Figure 8.8 shows phases of the illustrated LP transfer functions from Figure 8.7. It 
can be seen that the phase of LP function which is obtained from the F-D structure created 
by the modified method can better follow the phase of the S-E structure. 
 
Figure 8.7 Comparison of simulated LP function of the proposed filter from chapter 6.6: S-E transfer function (blue 
line), F-D function obtained after the transformation of horizontal structures with floating capacitors (green line),  F-
D function obtained after the transformation of horizontal structures with grounded capacitors (cyan line), F-D 




Figure 8.8 Comparison of phases of simulated LP function of the proposed filter from chapter 6.6: S-E transfer 
function (blue line), F-D function obtained after the transformation of horizontal structures with floating capacitors 
(green line),  F-D function obtained after the transformation of horizontal structures with grounded capacitors (cyan 
line), F-D function obtained using the modified method (red line) 
The simulation results of LP transfer functions of the filter from chapter 6.5 are compared 
in Figure 8.9. The values of passive elements and specific filter parameters have the same 
values as described in chapter 6.5 except the values of current gains of the DACA elements 
which were in case of the S-E filter set to A1 = A2 = 2 (half values for the F-D structure). From 
the graph can be seen that the transfer function obtained when using the modified design 
method better follows the S-E transfer function. 
 
Figure 8.9 Comparison of simulated LP functions of the proposed filter from chapter 6.5: S-E transfer function (blue 
line), F-D function obtained after the transformation of horizontal structures with floating capacitors (green line),  F-
D function obtained after the transformation of horizontal structures with grounded capacitors (cyan line), F-D 
function obtained using the modified method (red line) 
Figure 8.10 shows a comparison of measured LP transfer functions of the filter from chapter 
6.5. The values of passive elements and specific filter parameters are the same as stated for 
transfer functions in Figure 8.9. The transfer function of the S-E filter is represented by blue 
line, the transfer function of the F-D structure created by the transformation of horizontal 
structures with grounded capacitors by green line and the transfer function obtained from 
the F-D structure created by the modified method is represented by red line. It can be seen 
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that the transfer function obtained from the F-D structure created by the transformation 
of horizontal structures has a slightly higher slope of attenuation than the S-E transfer 
function. The slopes of attenuation of the S-E transfer function and the transfer function 
obtained when using the modified method are nearly identical. 
 
Figure 8.10 Comparison of measured LP functions of the proposed filter from chapter 6.5: S-E transfer function (blue 
line), F-D function obtained after the transformation of horizontal structures with grounded capacitors (green line), 
F-D function obtained using the modified method (red line) 
9 Conclusion 
 The thesis was mainly aimed at the proposal of fully-differential frequency filters 
working in the current mode and employing non-standard active elements. Great emphasis 
was paid to a comparison of the F-D structures and their corresponding S-E forms. The work 
was divided into three main parts namely the proposal of  new second-order current-mode 
filtering structures especially fully-differential ones, the proposal of fractional-order 
frequency filters in both single-ended and fully-differential forms and finally a modification 
of the transformation of horizontal structures design method with respect to the specific needs 
and characteristics of differential structures. The design correctness and functionality 
of the proposed filters are verified by SNAP program, PSpice simulations and in some cases 
also by experimental measurement. Chapter 1 gives an overview of the basics and 
development in the field of analogue filtering structures. The main goals of the thesis are 
stated in chapter 2. Chapter 3 provides definition of single-ended and fully-differential current 
transfers. Chapter 4 describes signal-flow graphs (SFGs) design method which was used 
to propose the presented filters. Used active elements are described in chapter 5. Chapters 6 
and 7 present the proposed filtering structures. The last chapter presents the modified design 
method and gives a comparison of obtained results together with horizontal structures 
transformation method. 
Chapter 6 contains eight proposed second-order current-mode filtering structures in their S-E 
and also F-D form. In principle, all proposed filters are SIMO type filters which can provide 
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all (or at least more than one) transfer functions without a necessity to change the circuit 
structure or position of the input current. The first five filters based on current followers. 
The remaining three filtering structures are based on operational transconductance amplifiers 
as basic building blocks allowing to control the pole frequency and quality factor of the filter. 
The determinants of proposed filters have been chosen that way it is possible to control 
the pole frequency, quality factor of the filter, or both by suitable placement of digitally 
adjustable current amplifiers or operational transresistance amplifiers in the circuit structure 
as graphically demonstrated in the thesis. Differential structures were transformed from 
single-ended structures using the transformation of horizontal structures by mirroring passive 
components around the active elements, or in some cases also by mirroring active elements. 
The output response are always obtained directly from high-impedance outputs of used active 
elements so it is not necessary to obtain any of the output responses that would flow through 
the passive components, which is not, in case of implementation, appropriate. Since 
the floating capacitors are not suitable for implementation, all F-D filters are proposed with 
grounded capacitors. From the graphs it is obvious that the transfer functions 
of the differential filters have slightly higher slope of attenuation than in case of single-ended 
filters. This is mainly due to the fact that the F-D filters are using resistors of half values than 
the S-E filters. This fact then leads to the modification of the horizontal structures 
transformation method presented in chapter 8. From the measurement results of the possibility 
to control the pole frequency and quality factor of the S-E and F-D filter is possible to observe 
that the obtained pole frequencies of the F-D filters are usually closer to the theoretical values 
than in case of the S-E filters. Furthermore, the quality factors of F-D transfer functions are 
higher than the quality factors of S-E transfer function which are closer to the theoretical 
values. From the perspective of the author, the filter from chapter 6.8 is the most 
advantageous in case of implementation of the proposed filter in an integrated form because 
it can provide all standard transfer functions in both polarities, requires only four active 
elements and allows to electronic control its pole frequency and quality factor. Furthermore, 
the terms of each transfer function correspond with particular terms of the denominator thus, 
the individual transfer functions have the unity gain regardless the values of adjustable 
parameters. Filters from chapter 6.9 and 6.10 are advantageous because they posses of dual 
parameter control of their quality factors so it is possible to adjust the quality factor in a wider 
range without reaching the parameter limitations. The filters based on current followers 
require additional active elements in order to provide the controllability of some of the filter 
parameter(s) which increases the number of used active elements and resulting circuit 
complexity. Therefore these filters are less advantageous in case of implementation 
of the proposed filters in an integrated form. All filters can seem rather complex, but 
the circuit structure of each filter can be adjusted for particular application (unused terminals 
can be removed, the number of active elements can be lowered in case of requirement of only 
some transfer function etc.). 
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Chapter 7 presents the proposal of two fractional order filters. One in its F-D and the second 
one in its S-E and F-D form. The first proposed filter is based on current followers and 
the second one on operational transconductance amplifiers. The proposal of the F-D structures 
is made the same way as in chapter 6. The possibility to propose these filters in their F-D form 
has been proved and the proposed F-D structures provide better properties as shown in case 
of controllability of the order and pole frequency of the filters when both slope of attenuation 
for individual values of parameter α and pole frequency of the F-D filter are closer 
to the theoretical values. 
Finally chapter 8 presents the modified horizontal structures transformation method which 
was adjusted with respect to the specific needs and characteristics of differential structures. 
The modified method is intended for filtering structures using current followers. Its practical 
applicability was tested on ten simulated filters and six implemented filters and then 
compared with results obtained from the corresponding F-D structures created using 
the original horizontal structures transformation method and the corresponding S-E forms 
of these filters. 
The research described in this work was adequately presented to the scientific community, 
as an author or coauthor I have published: 
· 4 papers in impact factor journals (Advances in Electrical and Computer Engineering, 
Indian Journal of Engineering and Materials Sciences, Circuits Systems and Signal 
Processing, Journal of Circuits, Systems, and Computers) 
· 4 papers in proceedings of international conferences (WSEAS Circuits, Systems, 
Control, Signals, Telecommunications and Signal Processing, Applied Electronics) 
· 1 paper in international non-impact journal (WSEAS Transactions on Circuits) 
· 7 papers in national non-impact journals (Elektrorevue, International Journal of 
Advances in Telecommunications, Electrotechnics, Signals and Systems) 
· 6 papers in proceedings of national conferences (student IEEE) 
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A  EQUATIONS OF THE SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF THE F-
D    FILTER FROM CHAPTER 6.2 
 
b2 = -1 (4n23n35C1G1G2C2 -2A1n24n32n11C1G1G2C2 +4n26n35C1G1G2C2 +16C1G1G2C2 - 
-A1n21n13C1G1C2 +4C1G2C2 +4C1G1C2 +2A1n21n35n11C1G1G2C2 +C1C2 +2n23C1G1C2+ 
+8n35C1G1G2C2 +8n23C1G1G2C2 -2A1n21n35n13C1G1G2C2 +2n26C1G1C2 +2A1n21n32n11C1G1G2C2 
- 
-4A1n24n11C1G1G2C2 +4A1n21n11C1G1G2C2 -A1n24n11C1G1C2 +A1n21n11C1G1C2+ 
+4A1n24n13C1G1G2C2 +2n35C1G2C2 +A1n24n13C1G1C2 +4n23n32C1G1G2C2 
+2A1n24n32n13C1G1G2C2 - 
-2A1n21n32n13C1G1G2C2 +4n26n32C1G1G2C2 +8n32C1G1G2C2 +8n26C1G1G2C2 -


































2G2C2 -2A1n24n32n11C1G1G2 +4n35G1G2C2+ 
+16n23G1

















































































































































































































































































IBP real = s
2( n22n11C1G1C2 +4n22n11C1G1G2C2 -4n22n13C1G1G2C2 -n22n13C1G1C2+ 






















































IHP real = - s
2 ( 4n12C1G1C2 +16n12C1G1G2C2 +n12C1C2 +4n12C1G2C2 +2n23n12C1G1C2+ 
+8n23n12C1G1G2C2 +8n32n12C1G1G2C2 +4n23n32n12C1G1G2C2 +8n35n12C1G1G2C2 
+2n26n12C1G1C2+ +2n35n12C1G2C2 +4n26n32n12C1G1G2C2 +2n32n12C1G2C2 +8n26n12C1G1G2C2 








































































































IBS real = - s
2( 4n12C1G1C2 +8n35n12C1G1G2C2 +4n26n35n12C1G1G2C2 +4n12C1G2C2 +n12C1C2 
+8n26n12C1G1G2C2 +16n12C1G1G2C2 +4n23n35n12C1G1G2C2 +8n32n12C1G1G2C2 +2n35n12C1G2C2 
+2n26n12C1G1C2 +2n32n12C1G2C2 +4n26n32n12C1G1G2C2 +8n23n12C1G1G2C2 












































































































































B  EQUATIONS OF THE SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF THE F-
D    FILTER FROM CHAPTER 6.5 
 
b2 = 2C2C1G1n12 +16G2C2C1G1 +C2C1 +4C2C1G1 +4G2C2C1G1n15n21 +4G2C2C1 +2G2C2C1n21+ 
+2C2C1G1n15 +8G2C2C1G1n28 +4G2C2C1G1n12n28 +4G2C2C1G1n15n28 +2G2C2C1n28+ 
























































2n12n15 +2C2G1+ +2C2G1n12 +4G2C1G1n15n21 +4A1G2C1G1n23 +4G2C2G1n21 
+8G2C2G1n12 +4G2C2G1n12n21+ +8G2C1G1 +2A1G2
2C1n21n26 +4G2C1G1n12 +4G2C1G1n12n21 
+4G2C1G1n15 +16G2C2G1



























































































































































































































































+4A1G2C1G1A2n22 +2A1G2C1G1A2n12n22 +2A1G2C1G1A2n15n22 +A1G2C1A2n22 + 
+2A1G2























































IHP real = s
2( 2A1G2C2C1n28 +8A1G2C2C1G1n12 +4A1G2C2C1G1n12n21 +8A1G2C2C1G1n21+ 
+4A1G2C2C1G1n15n28 +16A1G2C2C1G1 +4A1C2C1G1 +2A1C2C1G1n12 +8A1G2C2C1G1n28+ 
+4A1G2C2C1G1n12n28 +8A1G2C2C1G1n15 +4A1G2C2C1G1n15n21 +4A1G2C2C1 +2A1G2C2C1n21+ 





















2n12n15n21 +8A1G2C2G1 +4A1G2C2G1n21 

















































































IBS real = s
2( 4A1C2C1G1 +16A1G2C2C1G1 +8A1G2C2C1G1n15 +4A1G2C2C1G1n15n21 
+4A1G2C2C1+ +2A1G2C2C1n21 +2A1C2C1G1n12 +2A1C2C1G1n15 +A1C2C1 +8A1G2C2C1G1n28 + 
+4A1G2C2C1G1n12n28 +4A1G2C2C1G1n15n28 +2A1G2C2C1n28 +8A1G2C2C1G1n21 






















2C1n21n28 +4A1G2C2G1n12n21 +8A1G2C1G1 
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